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Correction
In an April 18 letter to 'the editor, the
Hospice Benefit in Lovett Auditorium
was incorrectly said to be scheduled for
}Wle 17. The benefit is June 14.

Jordan to serve as vice provost,
remain dean of humanities

Monday, April 28

12:32 p.m. A caller reported he was

12:05 p.m. An individual reported

locked out of his car.

his wallet and car keys were stolen.

1:57 p.m. A caller reported he had

A report was taken.
6:49 p.m. A caller reported a Curris

twice found his office door open in
the last week. He requested the ·
locks be changed.
5:13 p.m. A caller reported a student had fallen and impaled his
hand on a nail.

Sandra Jordan will serve as interim
vice provost beginning july 1.
Jordan will continue to serve as dean of
the College of Humanities and Fine Arts.

Two University staff members
receive awards from co-wortlers

Friday, April25

School of Agriculture Administrative
Secretary Sarah Alexander was named
the 2003 Administrative Professional of
the Year by the Murray chapter of the
lnternational Association of Administra:,.
tive Professionals on April 21 ;t the
annual banquet.
Adam Cecil/The News
The association also named Carmen
Garland, director of the Scholarship Lindsey G ustafson, junior from Sou ix Falls, South Dakota, works outside on her
laptop in preparation for final exams.
Office, as the 2003 executive of the year.

in Franklin College had a seizure
and was bleeding from the head.
Emergency Medical Services and
Public Safety responded.
5:48 p.m. A caller reported an accident in front of Hart College. There
were no injuries. A report was
taken.
l'l:58 p.m. An officer advised there
was a toilet in the parking lot in
front of Richmond College. Centra)
Plant was advised.

MSU Academic Team continues
search for new team coach
The Murray State Academic Team is
searching for a new coach.
The position requires the coach to conduct weekly one-hour practices and to
drive the team to three in-state tournaments.
AJl interested facu lty should apply.
For more information, phone
Manocher Djasemi at 762-6920.

....

Thursday, April 24

Residential colleges host events
to honor students and faculty
Several rt>sidential colleges will host
events to honor students and faculty
before commencement.
Hart and Elizabeth colleges hosted
events Thursday to bonor graduating
seniors, outstanding students and faculty.

Regents College will have a cookout on
the lawn in front of the college from 2 to
5 p.m. Sunday to honor graduating
seniors, students and families.
On May 10, White College and
Springer/Franklin College ~ill honor
May and August graduates and families.
: Students should meet in the lobby of

7:33 a.m. A caller reported a subject

University to recognize families; Deadline for survey approaches;
award to be given in September students to receive prize money
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.Tuesday, April 29
1:50 a.m. A caller advised th3t sub-

jects were throwing water balloons
from Hart College.
1:18 p.m. A subject reported he felt
he was going to have a seizure.
Emergency
Medical
Services
responded, but the individual
refused transport. A report was
taken.
7:10 p.m. A caller reported a skunklike odor at the University Bookstore. Faci lities Management and
Central Plant were notified.
'

Saturday, April 26

The Racer Pride Association is sponsoring the Outstanding Family Member
Award.
The award will recOgnize parents of
traditional students or spouses of nontraditional students. Any parent or
spouse of a Murray State student is eligible for the award.
Students who wish to nominate a family member must write a paragraph
explaining why their nominee deserves
the award. The paragraphs are due by
Sept. 5, and the winner will be honored
during the 2003 Family Weekend in Sep·
tembcr.
For more infonnation, phone Angela
Kinder at 762-3279.

Students who received the College
Report Student Survey need to fill it
out and turn it in by May 9.
The survey is confidential, and the
results will be used in the planning
process to bring about improved educational opportunities at Murray State.
Murray State has established a lottery for students who completed the
survey. One cash prize of $100 and two
cash prizes of $50 will be awarded.
For more information, phone Fugcn
Muscio at 762-3538.

12:01 a.m. A caller advised that a

Wednesday, April30

Regents College elevator was stuck
on the first floor. Central Plant and
Facilities
Management
were
advised.
1:23 a.m . A caller reported a Hester
College elevator was stuck on the
eighth floor. Central Plant and
Facilities
Management
were
advised.
7:56 p.m. A caller reported the Sunset Strips garbage d isposal would
not deactivate. Central Plant was
notified.

10:26 a.m. An individual reported

Gritlin to serve as inleti111 dean;
MSU to pennanently fil position

Sunday,April27

Thursday, May 1

6:53 a.m. A caller reported bottle

Murray Relay for Ufe to support

John Griffin will serve as interim
dean of the University Libraries beginning July 1. Murray State is .searching
for for someone to permanently fill the
position.

rockets were being launched behind
Richmond College.
9:58 a.m. A caller reported an older
man seemed disoriented and was
walking through the White Colley
parking lot. The subject told the
responding officer he was exercising.
9:59 p.m. A caller reported she suspected one of her car tires had been

12:17 a.m. A caller reported a male
subject running around the Quad in

cancer research and society
The seventh-annual Relay for Life in
Murray will be held at Friday from 7
p.m. today until 10 a.m. Saturday at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
More than 100 teams are participating.
All proceeds from Relay for Life go

: their res~~'®,.c~Jer.,..._ .~,.
• For more gratluatfo&.~el\8;,. 't ~....,...,_,, ,
~

Center e levator was inoperative.
Central Plant was notified.
8:52 p.m. An individual reported
two male subjects on campus yelling
obscenities from a car. A report was
taken.

Campus Briefly is compiled by Vanessa
Cllilders, assistant news editor.
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someone had stolen and sold hi ~
books. A report was taken.
1:42 p.m. A caller reported a dump
truck struck a pick-up truck on
Hamilton and Broach streets. A
report was taken.
4:34 p.m. A caller reported juveniles
in-line skating by the footbridge.
11:50 p.m. A caller reported an odor
on the second floor on Roy Stewart
Stadium. Facilities Management and
Central Plan were notified.

his boxers.
Motor Assists: 6
Racer Escorts: 20

•

Police Beat is cJJmpiled by Vanes~
assistant t~eUJs rditor, witif

-..;;bl'II-N~-..~ ~ IJ6tid SWF~
All dispatched cans are not listed.
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Sum.m er Employment
with MSU Upward Bound

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Resident Advisor, office worker, and freshmen experience
coordinator positions available for Upward Bound's fiveweek residential summer program at Murray State
University. June 5- July 10, 2003.

RESIDENT ADVISORS must be at least 21 years of age
& have completed 2 or more years of college with at least
a 2.5 GPA. Experience as a resident advisor preferred but
not required. Experience working with high school age
students and excellent documentation and interpersonal
skills required. Male and female positions available.
OFFICE WORKER must be at least 21 years of age and
available to work during the day and maybe some evenings.
Ability to :vork well with a large group of students, answer
the phone and deliver messages a must.
FRESHMEN EXPERIENCE COORDINATOR must be
at least 21 years of age and have completed 2 or more
years of college with at least a 2.5 GPA. Person will plan
the activities for 3 days that students will be on campus.
Must be able to work extremely flexible schedule for 5
days, June 22-26, 2003.

Send a cover letter indicating area of interest, resume,
names, and phone numbers of three references to Myra
Yates, Director, Upward Bound, Murray State University,
2 1 TRIO Building, Murray KY 4207 1-3344. APPLICA: TION DEADLINE IS 5/5/03. Employment is dependent on
.; grant funding. Women and minorities encouraged to apply.
I

203 S. 4th St.

FREE meal @ 7:40
BRING A FRIEND!
Good luck on finals!
First Baptist Fellowship Hall

Congratulations to our newest
initiated members of Alpha Sigma
Alpha. We love you!
Love, the Sisters of A lp ha Sigm a Alpha

Megan Chaney
Ltsa Jarboe
Sonia Windhorst
Elizabeth Wienecke
Becca Travis
Ashley Kramer
Lorraine McMullen ·

I
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Murray State is an EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

:~------------------------------------------------~

Alpha !iign1a Alpha

753-1854
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Elevat9r·s stop short
by Vanessa Childers
assistant news t!ditor
While many students are rushing to
class, Ryan Provost, senior from
Evansville, Ind.. helps individuals in
wheelchairs get free from elevators.
Provost said he helps students get off
elevators in the Blackburn Science
Building when they malfunction.
Scott Barnes, assistant director of Building and Facilities
Management, said Facilities
Management receives approximately 10 elevator-related calls
per day.
"(If an elevator breaks, it) is
directly related to how much it is
used and how complex it is,"
Barnes said. "The elevators in
the Regional Special Events
Center will last longer than the
one in the Curris Center. It's less
used."
Barnes said there is no definite
lifespan for an elevator. but the more
use an elevator gets, the more likely it
is to have problems.
Stephanie Sharp, who has spent her
life in a wheelchair because of cerebral
palsy, said when the elevator in the
Curris Center is broken, she must find a
staff member to give her access to a
utility elevator.
"Usually I have to ask the lady who
works at the Sugar Cube to get someone to help me," Sharp, junior from
Owensboro, said. "It's a hassle at night
when not many staff are available or
working."
She also said staff members who
assist her when the elevators are broken
are usually very understanding about
her disability.

"It depends on the employee and how
busy they are at the time, but overall
everyone is very helpful,'' Sharp said.
Don Robertson, vice· president of
Student Affairs, said while the elevator
in the Curris Center was broken, it
caused a problem for students with disabilities, but the University made alternate arrangements for students who

"I've had (an elevator in the Blackburn Science Building) stop mid-ascent
and have it suddenly drop until it fe lt
like the e mergency brake caught and
then continue its descent," Provost
said.
Barnes said he knew one of the e levators in Blackburn, which is as old as
the building itself, has been broken for
quite some time, but fixing or
replacing each elevator is a bud·
issue, with the cost of replac'' We work with the get
ing an elevator around $250,000.
Americans with Dis"Some of the e levators are just
abilities Office to make old and worn out," Barnes said.
arrangements for stu- "There is a higher frequency of
dents who have to miss repairs on older elevators."
Some students feel the elevaclasses because of bro- tor repairs should be taken care of
faster.
ken elevators ''
DON ROBERTSON
"Just a few weeks ago ... there
Vice President of Student Affairs
was actually a sign up (on the
doors of an elevator in Blackburn) that read, 'This is a temporary out-of-order sign until the
needed the elevator to get to the third permanent out-of-order sign can be
floor.
made,"' Provost said.
"When elevators go down, it is a
Provost said he thought one of the
problem," Robertson said. "We work elevators in Blackburn has been broken
witb the Americans with Disabilities since his freshman year in 1998.
Office to make arrangements for stu"The Blackburn building is going to
dents who have to miss classes because be replaced by the new Science Buildof broken elevators."
ing, so those elevators are not the highSharp said she has never had to miss est on the priority list to be fixed,"
a class because of an inoperative eleva- Barnes said.
tor.
The University has a competent eleDisabled students who are having vator-management team that will fix
problems getting to classes because of the elevators; it is just a matter of time
broken elevators should contact their and money, Barnes said.
Said Barnes: "As a rule, we respond
professors so alternate arrangements
can be made, Robertson said.
to an elevator problem as soon as we
T he e levator in the Curris Center is hear about it, but it may take us a while ,
not the only malfunctioning e levator on maybe even a couple of hours, to get
campus.
there .''

•
•elevator beat
Feb. 21, 2003
7:09 a.m. A subject advised she was stuck in
an elevator in the new part of Alexander
Hall. Subject was rescued. Facilities Management was notified.
·

Feb. 22
1:55 p.m. A caller advised an unoccupied
elevator in White College was s tuck on the
fifth floor. Central Plant was notified.

Feb. 24
1:23 p.m. A caller advised an occupied elevator was stuck on the seventh floor of Faculty Hall. Facilities Management responded
and freed the occup ant.

Feb. 27
9:23 a.m. An occupied elevator stopped

between the second and third floors of
Blackburn Science Building. Facilities Management w as notified:.

~usiness Building. Facilities Management
was notified.

March 5
11:44 a.m. A caller reported an occupied ele-

vator stopped between the fourth and fifth
floors of Faculty Hall. Facilities Management
was notified.

April

19

2:37 p.m. A caller advised she was stuck on
the west elevator of Faculty Hall. Central
p lant was notified. The Murray Fire Department removed the individual from the elevator.

Aprtl26
12:01 a.m. An elevator was stuck on the first
floor of Regents College. Facilities Management and Central Plant were notified.

Aprtl26

1:23 Lm. An elevator in Hester College was
Feb. 27
stuck on the eighth floor. Facilities Manage8:59p.m. The resid ence director in Regents • ment and Central Plant were notified.
College reported an elevator of the college
jumping wh en it stopped. Central Plant was ~~ 28
notified.
6:49 p.m. A caller reported the Curris Center
elevator was not worldng. Central plant was
advised.
March 2
1:08 pan.. A caller advised he was stuck on
the third floor in an Alexander Hall elevator.
Central Plant was notified. Officers removed
the occupant from the elevator.

March 5
2:01 p.m. A caller reported an occupied elevator was stuck on the fourth floor of the

Elevator callt not included: 5
Elevator rescues from above: 3

Elevator BDlt is compiled by Melissa Kilcoyne,
news tditor, and Vanessa Childers, assistant
news editor, from m~~terials provided by Public Safety. All dispatched calls are not listed.

Advertise with "The Murray State News"
Not happy with your 10
•
picture?
Changed residential colleges?
Tired of that annoying beeping when
you go to eat?

TODAY IS THE LAST
DAY TO UPDATE
YOUR ID FOR
FREE!
e

MUST TURN IN CURRENT VALID ID

e Not good for lost card
Racer Card Office - Located on the 1st Floor of the
Curris Center
Hours of Operation: Monday-Thursday 8:00-5:00

AOII AI,A

A~II

Fall Membership Recruitment
August 13-August 16, 2003
Bid Day August 16, 2003
Every Potential member must. ..
¢complete 1 information sheet.
¢ pay $50 fee -- make check payable to Panhellenic Council.
¢sign Buckley Amendment Agreement.
¢submit transcript if high school or college transfer student.
¢ be admitted with bachelor degree status.

**Return all this Information by August 1 (NOT POSTMARKED)
deadline to•••
Dr. Ginny Richerson
Panhellenlc Advisor
311 South 15th Street
Murray, KY 42071
27Q-753-8326
glnny.rlchersonOcoe.murraystate.edu

Fall Membership Recruitment Requirements
¢Required GPA 2.6 (college) or 3.0 (high school)
Individual sorority grade requirements:
Sorority

High School

Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma

College

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

2.6
2.75

2.7
2.75

2.7

¢ Potential members must be full-time students (at least 12 credit hours)
Potential Members must attend Orientation at the
¢ Regional Special Events Center(RSEC), 1:30 p.m.,
Wednesday, August 13, 2003.

f
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opinion editor: Severo Avila
phone: 762-·1168
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School officials cenSor 'News'
Our View
Issue:

What kind of car wou]d you
be? Why?

"A Lamorghini
. Murcielago. No
one could ever
catch me."

Some members
of the University's professional
staff attempted
to censor "The
News" by
removing
papers from
racks on campus last weekend.
POSITION:

Pd·YaoHung
ESL student. Taiwan

"A Nissan 350 Z.
rt is the biggest
thing out right
now."

..

Jeremy Pnricbia
sop/IOfnore, Cabool,

-

This is a serious
offense. We
hope those
responsible will
be reprimanded
and measures
will be taken to
ensure this incident, or any
like it, does not
occur again.

Mo.

"A TransAm. It's
serious and
powerful yet fun
and exciting."
jenny Thomas
junior. Arlington

"A 1972 Chevy
Impala. I got a
,. hard body, and
f I'm long."

I

Brelan Hurst
$8fll0f,

Censorsh ip is a loaded
word. It stn'Kes fear in the
hearts of media professionals. For those of us in the
field of journalism, it is an
obscenity.
When a few members of
the University's professional staff attempted to silence
members of "The Murray
State News" by stealing
newspapers from racks on
campus, censorship was
their goal.
Last week, the front page
of "The News" featured at
least one story that some
Murray State officials
thought was bad publicity
for the University. Their
solution? Steal news.P.apers
from the racks access1bfe to
the students here for Summer Orientation.
That was censorship.
Journalists are protected
from censorship by the First
Amendment. Those who
stole the newspapers violated the Consti tution.
If the officials involved
had thought their plan
through, they might have
realized that censorship by
the administration is far
worse publicity for the University than burglaries in
the residential colleges.
Their actions put Murray
State in bad company. A
few other officials from
colleges across the country
have tried to censor student
media and brought shame
and ill repute to their institutions. This incident may
have a similar effect on
Murray State.
"The Murray State News"
consulted the Student Press
Law Center earlier this
week. The SPLC is a
national organization that
handles legal issues regarding student media.
It looked into the matter
and wrote a news story for
Jilational p"bli~~~-9.~·
T hat story WI mfluence
how our University is
judged by the rest of the
country.
Apart from the legal
aspect of the offense, there
also is a less tangible side.
Many students work long

photo illustration by Ryan Brooks/The News

• hQur~. t~>tpood~dbis.,mnlr'S-z~>=»l )WIAI}ii tllObi,Pai~r~"'~"e
pa~r. We have ~sea. ~d" ~~n ~ ~ ~tracb 11 AII6t
deadl~nes like,ev.ery _other ,. ·~e.e~',.., we .. fel~ 1"n~ e.n~ire
student worker on campus. weeK's worth of wor;k: had
It just so happens our work been for nothing.
,
is scrutinized and criticized
We hope University ofliby many people on a week- cials understand the ~ravity
ly basis, but that comes of this offense and wtll take
with the territory.
the steps needed to ensure

,,t:JMi Aiitlil;ttioo is .not repeat-

oe

.
The staff editorial is the
majority opinion of the editorial board of "The Murray
State Nl~Ws." The editorial
board is composed of all secrion editors.

Jaclrson, ffNI().

•your 01Ji11ion
John Robison/The News

University officials apologize
for student newspaper theft

__ the

rnurray
~state
news
2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175

Loree Stark
editor in chief • 762·6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762·4468
Melissa Kilcoyne
news editor • 762-4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762·4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor • 762-4480
Chris Jung
sports editor • 762-4481
Seth Frank
online editor • 762·4468
Christopher French
chief copy edttor • 762·4468
John Robison
photo editor • 762-4468
Areia Hathcock
advertising manager • 762·4478
Joe Hedges
adviser • 762·2998
"The Murray State News" strives to be the
University commumty's source for informa·
tlon.
Our goal IS to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News· offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
Interested in journalism or other fields relat·
1ng to the production of a newspaper
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, 1ts editors should be free to develop
their own editorial and news policies.
•The Murray State News• IS prepared and
edited by students and ls an official publica·
-tion of Murray State Univers1ty. The first
copy of "The Murray State News" is free.
Additional copies are available for 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

To the Editor:

selor; Re'Nita Avery, Admission counselor and Summer Orientation counselors

Writer's commentaty stereotypes
Christians on mission trips

We as professional staff and student
To the Editor:
staff of the division of Student Affairs
would like to extend our sincere apology
I'm writing in regards to the JXlintlcounfor the actions of a few of our staff members at Saturday's Summer Orientation terpoint published several weeks ago in
the opinion section of "The Murray State
Session I.
A number of copies of "The Murray News." Obviously the concept of mission
State News" were either moved out of trips is a debatable one. However. ltake
high-traffic areas or removed from cer- offense to the stereotyping of Christian
tain buildings that morning. It was an ideals in Severo Avila's commentary.
If one is going to condemn the apparent
extreme error in judgment on our part.
practice
of "condemning others," maybe it
This inappropriate action was initiated
should be done with less sarcasm and
entirely on our part.
The individuals who directed this move more knowledge of the subject. Avila's
now clearly understand the importance of comments about missionaries "filled with
the freedom of the press and how nega- the Holy Spirit and eager to condemn sintively such a move can impact a campus, ners, rushing off to a foreign country to
an individual or even a nation. We live in save the people" is not only offensive. bu1
a country where people fight for that very untrue. I realize this stereotype had to
right. We are extremely sorry for this come from somewhere. but the people
incident and can assure you it will never who take this approach to missions are
definitely not in the majority.
happen again.
I agree with Avila that mis~ion work
We want to not only apologize to the
hardworking student staff of "The Murray should be done in n Christian fashion.
State News" and to the faculty of the jour- Christ Ambassadors recently went to Irenalism department and the College of land on a mission trip. When approaching
Business and Public Affairs, we also owe people to talk with, they always asked
an apology to the advertisers in l:.~st politely if the person would like to spend
a few minutes talking with them. If the
week's tssue.
All staff members involved have been person tleclined, that was the end of the
counseled on the serious nature of this sit- discussion. However. the majonty of t.he
uation, and training will be implemented people approached said they would like to
talk. and many times five-minute com·erto preclude a recurrence in the future.
Again. we deeply regret this error in sntions turned into 45-minute conversajudgment and assure everyone involved tions.
A few rimes. it was hard for our memthis will never happen again.
bers to stop the conversation when il was
time to leave because the person was so
Sincerely with regrets.
interested in the discussion. Many people
Don Robertson. vice president of Student thanked the group for talking with them
Affairs; Jim Vaughan, assistant vice pres- and genuinely apprecintcd their concern.
ident of Enrollment Management; Paul Although I was not with the group. I know
Radke, director of School Relations;
this was the case.
Jennifer Young. director of Summer Ori·
The Christian ideal is to :;peak the truth
entation; Christian Cruce, assistant direc- in love; a point Avila overlooked, Romans
tor of Summer Orientation; Keisha Jones, 8:1 says. "There is no condemnation in
assistant director of Summer Orientation; Chril.t Jesus." and I would venture to say
Scort Gordon, assistant director of School that missionaries Y.ho don't usc this
Relations: John Oliver, Admission coun· approach probably don't see much fruit

from their efforts.
Avila's urtide seems to be foumled only
on a few comments from his friends. UIStly.l would like to say thatl do enjoy Avi·
Ia's writing, and my hope for him is that
he will reach his full potemial in Christ
Jesus.
Jesus loves you.
Susan Garneu
Sophomore
Memphis, Tenn.

France pain in United States' butt
To the Editor:
When I read the complaint 1euer from
the modern languages department in the
April I H. 2003. edition of "The Murray
State News,'' I ~ould not believe people
still complnin about the boycott nf
France-related products. 1 know there
were lots of anti-war demonstrations
across the United States before the wnr.
b4t I heard few complaints re.gyrdingpoycous. I have not heard a single compJaint
"'hen some restaurant<> decide tO unFrench thetr menu. such as when Fre,nch
fries become freedom fries .and french
toa~t becomes freedom toast. If those ..., ho
complain about such activities want to
spare a moment of their time anu look
back at history. I am sure they ,will under·
stand the rcasnn behinu the boycott.
Among I he three countries that strongly
oppose the U.S.-Ied war on ]raq, Germany
and Russia nrc always a pain in the butt
for the United States. If we look back at
history. it is understandable why. The
United States and its Allies kicked Germany) bull in the second World War, and
Russia is jealnus because the United
States still exists while the Sovtet Union
no longer exists. ( 0 ' oh I) So, they arc and
always will be .t pain in the butt for the
Unitt'd .Slates. We cannot do anything
nbout it but ncccpt who they are, right'!
What obout the French then'! It is still
shocking to realize that France opposed
the U.S.-Ied war on lrnq until now, Looking back on hi~tory, France should be one
the United Stntes' hest allies. l agree with
some of the example~ mentiuned in the

letter, although it is one-sided. The United States anu Franc:e have helped each
other throughout both countries' histories.
We can c;ay that France is one of the Unitell States' buddies. So, what has happened?
lf we follow the prewar news. we will
find om that French oil companies handle
most Iraqi oil fields. If the U.S.-led war
on Iraq can force a regime change, anything related to the previous regime will
probably not be honored, including oil
contracts. So, everything has become
clear now why France was so nervous and
strongly opposed to the U.S.-led war on
Iraq. This is yet another heartbreaking
example on how fortune can change one's
mind . It is understandable why some
patriotic Americans are so upset with
France's change of heart that they decide
to boycott France-related products. It is
like our buddy tumed against us in the
critical time \\hen we neell them most.
Who would not be upset'? I um, ulthough 1
am not an American!
So, boycotts (lf French-related products
and changes in menus, either for ''political
¥-estures,'' patriotism or other reasons. are
l not wrong! It is free speech and the right
10 express one;s opinion. Those who boycott France-reloted products have a right
to do so. and they sure are ready to face
the C~Jnsequences . But we, the public, are
.not limited to one option. There are lots of
re:;laurants that do not b1lycott Francerelated products or un-Frcnch their menu
lahcls. There ure. lots of shops that do not
boycott Frenc:h-relnted products. So, the
choice is our!:i! Long live freedom, but 1
nm not sure about vive le France.
Dam1awrm Boedi man
Junior
Indonesia

Write to us
"'fhe Murray Srate News'' welcomes com'rnentaries and leners to the editor. Letters;
should be 300 words or fewer and must~
·igned. Contributors should include;
addresses and phohe numbers for veritica
tion. Pleac;e include hometown. classiflca
rion. title or relatiOnship ro the University.
'The .Murray State News" reserves the(
right to edit for: style, length and content.
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Commencement ceremony
product of effort, planning
In My
Opinion

Mary Kathryn
Cash

"To say there
is not a great
deal of
planning and
preparation put
into the
Murray St~te
commencement ceremony
is absolutely
absurd."

On May I 0, Murray State will once again come
together to celebrate the achievements of its graduates
with the time·honored commencement ceremony.
Many students speak of commencement with very
little knowledge of what really goes into the ceremO*
oy. Just attending a few ceremonies doesn't make one
an expert. We are all entitled to an opinion, but the
facts and logistics should be eumined before making
a public statement.
I work in the Academic Affairs Office, which is the
central headquarters for all things dealing with com·
mencement. I have seen what goes into preparing and
putting on the ceremony. For the past few years, I have
personally worked on many aspects of commencement
and at the actual ceremonies.
To say there is not a great deal of planning and
preparation put into the Murray State commencement
ceremony is absolutely absurd. I have witnessed the
endless amount of work and worry the individuals of
the Academic Affairs Office put forth to make each
commencement ceremony a success. They are over·
looked far too many times by the students of the Uni·
versity, as it is for the students that this ceremony is
conducted. It also is unfortunate that the office that
runs commencement was not contacted for the story
regarding the very subject last week.
Everyone will never be satisfied. There are those
who complain that commencement is too long and
boring. To those who think it is long and boring, what
do you expect? It is a fact that upward of 800 students
walk in the May commencement ceremonies, so it is
logically going to take a significant amount of time to
complete. The University does its utmost to find the
best median between a lengthy service and personal
attention to each student. Certainly, commencement
could be much shorter if each student is not recognized individually by name. Certainly, commencement could be much longer if the type of degree each
student is receiving is announced. The ceremony can·
not be made any more personal and stilJ be kept to a
tolerable time limit. In an effort to somewhat satisfy
everyone, certain concessions have to be made.
Regarding the seating arrangements at commence·

ment, it is not a new subject. Contrary to popular
belief, seating at commencement is not completely
random. The degree candidates are separated into sec·
tions of baccalaureate, master's, associate and special·
ist degrees. There was a time when aU graduates were
separated into their individual academic areas and
then put into alphabetical order within their academic
area. The problem with that plan was that some students did not show up, therefore making it impossible
to create a seating chart. Also. many students complained that they could not sit with their friends who
were in different academic areas.
With the current commencement seating arrange·
ments, graduates are free to sit with their friends,
sorority sisters, fraternity brothers. significant others,
etc. Furthermore, an observance of commencement
will show that graduates from the same academic
areas gravitate to each other regardless of the seating
arrangements. One can observe many strings of grad·
uates with the same-colored tassels walking next to
each other in the ceremony, hence indicating they are
from the same academic area.
Commencement is a ceremony dedicated to recog·
nizing the achievements of the graduates of Murray
State. 1 look forward to my own commencement ceremony in a few years because I value the time and
effort J have and will put toward earning my degree. If
you do not feel the same way, that is your loss. No one
is forced to attend commencement.
Commencement is not when you receive your education, nor is it when you get your diploma (which
comes later in the mail). It is simply a way to honor a
milestone in graduates' lives. A tremendous amount of
effort goes into producing this one ceremony, which is
relatively small in the scheme of life, and the gradu·
ates of this University should be honored that such a
ceremony is held on their behalf.

Mary Kathryn Cash is a junior organizational communication major from Fancy Farm.

Censorship mars editor's final week
I thought I was finally going to
get some real time off work.
Entering my last week as editor
io chief of "The Murray State
News," I expected little more
excitement than working with new
editors, making some last·minute
page corrections and maybe writing a chintzy farewell commentary
about how much I' II miss Winslow
chicken strips and the shoe tree.
Not exactly.
When I found out after an edito·
rial board meeting Sunday that
hundreds (if not thousands) of
copies of "The Murray State
News" were stolen and thrown
away by professionals in the
School Relations Office because
the front page projected a "nega·
Live" view of the University, I
immediately went into an unchar·
acteristic rage. When I went to
Wal-Mart to do some grocery
shopping after the meeting, I did
little more than pace the aisles,
thinking frantically. I lightly
bruised the palms of my hands
from gripping the cart so tight, and
I left with maybe a pack of cheese
and some Sprite. I really can't
remember. but tha:'s what rage
will do to a person.
I can't say that the reJationshi p
between "The Murray State News"
and University officials has
always been a happy one. I've had
several heated discussions with
officials about how my co·workers
and I choose to run this paper, and

a couple of calls have ended with
the "professional" on the other end
hanging up with a little bit Jess
than a goodbye. However, I felt we
have been lucky with this adminis·
tration and staff in that we have
rarely been questioned about our
right to free speech.
The main issue here though isn't
who is involved, although I think
that makes it doubly disappoint·
ing. We have dealt with threatened
newspaper theft before (by students), and although it never came
to fruition, we have discussed the
seriousness of the prospect of such
a situation.
Yes, "The Murray State News"
is considered a "free publication."
If you look at the masthead on
page 4, though, it clearly indicates
that each additional copy of the
newspaper is available for 25 cents
in 111 Wilson Hall. Now, if you
stop by and pick up another copy,
it's pretty unlikely that we'll
demand you pull out your waiJet,
but if you haul a bundle of current
newspapers out to the trash bin, we
need to know where to send the
bill. Printing and labor costs are
just two of the factors involved in
producing a weekly . publication.
Many of our advertisers pay good
money to have their ads appear to
the college community on any
given week. But if you put the
business aspect aside, it's still just
plain censorship.
When I spoke to some of the

individuals involved in the incident, they indicated to me that the
stories on the front page of last
week's paper about sexual assault
and thefts in the residential colleges were their main concerns.
Believe me, I haven't missed the
irony that in order to avoid nega·
tive publicity about campus theft.
a group of individuals decided to
steal newspapers.
For the most part, the situation
has been resolved. My adviser and
I met with several key administrators Tuesday who were more than
apologetic for the actions of their
counterparts and are working with
us to provide monetary compensa·
tion for production costs and
advertising revenue.
It may not be ideal, but it is on
this note that I am ending my two·
year service to "The Murray State
News" as editor in chief. And I
guess now that I think of it, maybe
this commentary was easier for me
to write than if I really had to
remember the taste and texture of
Winslow chicken strips or pretend
I have ever been affected by a misshapen log with footwear nailed to
it.
But that's how it goes, I guess.
After four years, I'm still a jour·
nalist, and there's nothing r
respect more than the First
Amendment.

In My
O~inion

Handicap tag
sparks false
accusations
I

Let me paint a picture in your mind. You
are riding with your friend to class one
morning like you have done every other day.
Your friend is handicapped, so fortunately
you get a close parking space, but on this
particular day you are harassed because
someone is upset that you didn't have to
park far away. Then, that person accuses
your friend of faking her disability.
This is an actual event that my twin sister
and I had to endure this morning. This per·
son accosted me as soon as I got out of the
passenger seat to help my wheelchair-bound
sister get out of the car.
He threatened to tum us in to the Univer·
sity and requested we show bjm proof she is
handicapped. When we showed him the tag,
be wanted to know if it was really her tag.
He then got into his car and sped away with·
out an apology, leaving my sister crying in
the parking lot.
Later during the day when we ran into him
again, he apologized - but the damage was
done.
I want to make everyone in Murray aware
that you don't have to be old and wrinkled to
have a wheelchair tag. Also, those who do
carry tags are allowed to have passengers.
Professors, if you have a problem with
students parking in the blue zone, take it up
with the University President. Leave those
who need handicapped spots alone. This
isn't the f~rst time my sister and I have been
harassed by someone thinking we were just
trying to take advantage of the handicapped
spaces.
We need to also realize that not every person who has a handicap tag is in a wheelchair. Some have disabilities that are not visible.
So please, before you act in a hasty manner, stop and think. You may be acting in the
same way as that person did to my sister and
me. Let the authorities deal with those who
are parking illegally. You may be harassing
someone who legitimately needs the parking
spot.

In My
Opinion

Mandy
jenkins

"I want to
make everyone in Murray
aware that
you don't
have to be old
and wrinkled
to have a
wheelchair

tag."

Mandy Jenkins is a junior social work major
from Paducah.
1

Loree
Stark

"Believe me, I
haven't missed
the irony that
in order to
avoid negative
publicity about
campus theft, a
group of individuals decided to steal
newspapers."

Loree Stark is editor in chief of
"The Murray State News."

John initiates campuswide search for replacement opinion columnist
On

the
John

Well, this is it. The last edition of "On the
John." Better cut this one out, have me sign it
and take it to the local nerdery. This one could
be worth something.
Actually, J have to apologize to those of you
who thought this thing was going to knock
your socks off, that it was going to be to
columns what Totino's is to, well, pizzas. I'm
afraid l may have hyped this up a wee bit
much, thus turning my final column into a bigger letdown than "Star Wars Episode I."
Anyway, with my upcoming absence from
the paper, there will be a fairly sizable void to
fill on the opinion page. Sure, this void could
easily be filled with insightful commentaries
on global affairs, student thoughts on the
administration or advertisements.
However, there is another possibility - you
can enter the "Win your own column!" extravaganza. Just imagine yourself as the next "On
the John" scribe. Thousands ... hundreds ...
OK, 10 ... FIVE people. including your ailing
grandmother, will read your column each and
every week! Yes, you could be the one capti·
vating audiences with pages and pages of self-

deprecating humor spliced with random commentaries on such subjects as Nintendo
games, speed bumps and actors who pass for
deposed dictators.
There are just a few simple criteria that must
be met to apply for this job.
First and foremost. you must submit a
resume to "The Murray State News." Writing
experience is not so much a must as far as the
resume goes: more important is the number of
cartoons and video games you watch and play
on a regular basis. Also, if you can name at
least three·fourths of the entire "G.I. Joe" cast,
you are apt to get the job (or doomed to live a
lonely life hanging out in comic-book stores
for the rest of your existence, along with all
the Magic: The Gathering nerds). And if you
can name the year they were introduced, then
you will be hired on tho spot. This not only
applies to guys, either. If you are female and
meet this qualification ... umm ... then send
me your resume, and I will propose to you
immediately.
Along with the resume, there are a few other
qualifications you musl meet. You must be

quick-witted and able to capture the hearts and
minds of your readers with the written word.
The issues you tackle in your column must be
the topic of conversation around the water
cooler the next day. People must come up to
you and say, "Wow, are you the next Plato?"
Women must come up to you and ask if your
muscles are real.
I forgot to menlion you must be able to
make up complete lies about yourself and
your column in a vain attempt to continue living in your fantasy world.
You must not, under any circumstances. sell
out to a major corporation by endorsing its
product on a weekly basis in your column.
Preserve some shred of dignity, pal.
I just realized how hungry l am. I think I'm
going to go throw a Totino's Party Pizza in the
oven. (OOHHH! Two times in one commentary! That brings the grand total to. I believe.
28 references.)
You also must attend the final water-gun
fight/finals stress-reliever of the semester at 8
p.m. Wednesday in the Quad. Bring a water
gun or balloons and meet on the steps of

Lovett. This is necessary in order to make it
into the final round of selections. And you
also must attend the Relay for Life graduation
party at the Fairgrounds May 3.
Finally, being named John could really help
your chances. Even if this means changing
your name, I would strongly recommend it.
Foreign equivalents also are acceptable (e.g.
"On Der Johann," "On el Juan," "On , le
Jean").
Please apply in the Murray State News
Office, located at 11 l Wilson Hall. Resumes
can be submitted on toilet paper. Burger King
napkins or cardboard.
And for those of you who would like to keep
up with the comic misadventures of my life,
check out www.blurty.com/-onthejohn.
Goodbye, folks. It's been fun.

John Gibson is the best columnist "The Murruy State News" has ever had.
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Seniors design chair University hosts
Senior Breakfast
by Melissa Kilcoyne
news editor

Seniors from the engineering and
physics department have designed an
electric wheelchair that utilizes tracks
to allow increased maneuverability.
For a senior design project, Eric
Walker, from Cam1i, Til.; Ryan Pigford, from Sparta. Ill.; Matt Hines.
from Carmi, Ill.; Derrick Edwards.
from Murray; and AbduUa El-Bannan,
from Egypt, designed the "Electracrawler."
Planning began in September, and
the project was completed in midApril, Hines said.
"The idea of a track chair or a track
vehicle is to allow rough terrain or different types of terrain while maintaining the convenience of an electriccontrolled vehicle," Walker said.
EI-Bannan said most electric wheelchairs do not have Electracrawler's
ability to climb low inclines and traverse thick grass.
Hines said many similar chairs use a
gyroscope allowing the wheelchairs to
maintain balance while moving along
an incline. but the design group decided not to use a gyroscope because of
itS prohibitive cost.
"There are usually one or two other
companies out there who are working
on this, but usually what they come
out with is something so expensive
that it's around $23,000,'' Hines said.
''Gyroscopes are used on chairs with
wheels, but sin'ce we used tracks,
we're able to climb up stuff without a
gyroscope.''
Pigford said the project came from a
brainstorming session
"We were all sitting in a room at the
beginning of last semester, and we
were just throwing around ideas," Pigford said. "Somebody said, 'Well why
don't we just build an electric wheelchair on tracks?' Then we tossed some
ideas around about it, and it kind of
stuck."
Edwards said the design prototype
will remain on display in the physics
department and be shown to prospective students.
"We learned that there are a lot of
hidden costs in the design process that
you don't realize when you begin."
Edwards said. "Seven months down
the road, you're looking at a lot larger
overall cost than what you predicted."
Hines said the wheelchair requires
the user to enter a code in order to
operate it. He said they added the
security feature to prevent theft.
"We've toyed with the idea of
patenting it and putting it on the market," he said. ''I don't think we've
decided to go through with that at this
point, but we think that it could be
marketable .... Our prototype is a little
bit underpowered ... but with bigger
motors, it would be a lot nicer. The

design of the chair itself. we think.
could be marketable."
Walker said their product is competitive with others in the marketplace.
"One reason that it's very marketable is that our goal was to make it
compeutively priced compared. to
elecrric wheelchairs, and (the Electracrawler) loses nothing that they had
to offer and gains maneuverability
over terrain,'' Walker said.
Hines said the finished prototype
turned out as planned, even though the
project team encountered problems.
"In an effort to make it tum out better. we actually made the overall

design better ,by installing both twoanl.l four-wheel drive," Hines said.
Hines said the original cost estimate
was $1,200, but $2,500 was spent on
pans alone.
The Electracrawlcr also will prove
versatile in urban environments. Hines
said.
Said Hines: "One example of an
au vantage woulu be if you were in the
city with iL, instead of having to go
down to the end of the city block to'
use•the ramp to get up onto the sidewalk, you could climb the curb in the
middle of the block and save a ser
amount of time ...

by Seth Combs
staff writer
Murray State hosted its 65th-annual Senior
Breakfast on Tuesday in the Curris Center
ballroom to honor this year's graduating students.
The event, held at 8 a.m., included an
address by University Provost Gary Brockway and a speech by Student Government
Association President J ace Rabe.
During his opening remarks, Brockway
told seniors they would look back fondly on
their time at Murray State.
"When you look back on these years, they
will be seen as good years," Brockway said.
Brockway cited enrollment gains, rankings
in "U.S. News and World Report" and various additions to the University campus as
coinciding with the graduates' four years
spent at Murray State.
New additions include the completion of
the Sorority Suites and the forthcoming Well~
ness Center and Science Building. Brockway
said.
"These additions have made Murray State
one of the most beautiful campuses in the
South," he said.
Rabe, the student representative speaker,
addressed the hundreds of students and facul-

ty present about the need to follow one's
heart in making decisions about life after college.
Awards presented included recognition of
.senior student ambassadors, retiring residential-college heads Jane Hall and Bob
McGaughey and the announcement of this
year's outstanding Senior Man and Senior
woman.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student
Affairs, said the Senior Breakfast is a special
tradition at Murray State.
"lt's got a long, impoltant tradition of honoring our graduates," he said. "It's mainly a
way to honor (them) and reflect on their lime
at Murray."
Robertson said the event is fun for students
and faculty. Some faculty members dressed
up in comical attire, including a donkey outfit
and and pants boasting an artificial posterior.
"It's not meant to be a stuffy formal event,"
Robertson said. "It is serious because we are
honoring students and faculty. but it is meant
to be lighthearted."
Brockway said his concluding remarks
were an important message for Murray
State's graduating seniors.
·
Said Brockway: "Follow your dreams. You
can compete with anyone out there. You will
always be a part of Murray State."

Students receive honors
by Vanessa Childers
a'iSistant news editor
Christopher Jason Albritton,
biology major from Paducah,
and Whitney Hoiland, psychology and Spanish major from Benton, were named Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman for
2003 at the Senior Breakfast.
"(Albritton and Holland) are
outstanding choices," Don
Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, said. '"They represent the best ofMumy State, and
they represent the best of the
graduating class."
Albritton said he felt privileged to receive a Murray State
education and believes few other
universities in the country offer
as many educational and social
opportunitie.~.

Matt Hines, senior from Carmi, Ill, demonstrates how to use an electric
wheelchair on tracks designed to increase maneuverability.

,(""anK. You

216 N.
15th St.

"I am deeply honored to have
received this award," Albritton
said. "Being selected as Outstanding Senior Man is defmitely
the capstone of a very rewarding
undergraduate education."
Holland said she did not
expect to be selected as Outstanding Senior Woman.
'1 had my guesses as to who it

would be,
and I was
not one of
them," Holland said. "I
had (Albritton) picked
because l
thought no
one would
be
more
deserving,
but I really
had no idea
}ASON
(I would be
ALBRITION
chosen)."
Albritton
Senior Man
and Holland
are involved in several on and off
campus activities.
'1 truly enjoyed my fin!e at
Murray State and am graleful for
the excellent education that I
received," Albritton said.
Albritton is currently in Washington, D.C., for an internship.
''I was extremely honored to
have been chosen," Holland said.
'1t's nice when people notice
that you have been working
hard."
As a Rotary International
Foundation
Ambassadorial

Scholar,
Albritton
will attend
the University
of
Leeds in the
United
Kingdom

after graduation and
pursue
a
master's
degree in
ecological
WHITNEY
economics.
Albritton
HOLLAND
Senior Woman said
he
plans . to
work in the field of international
environmental policy with a
United States government '
agency.
Holland said after her wedding
in August, she will move to
Athens, Ga. to attend the University of Georgia and pursue a
doctoral degree in social psychology.
Said Holland: "It is neat that
Jason, and I have been very good
friends since our sophomore
year, it is nice to share such an
honor with a friend."
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University sets Officials send ATO letter
enrollment goal
by Seth Combs
staff writer

by Adam L Mathis
wire editor
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Murray State's goal for student enrollment
during the fall 2003 semester is 10,200, an
increase of 2.8 percent from last year.
Although spring 2003 enrollment is 9,148, it
is historically lower than the fall, Vice President
of Enrollment Management Jim Vaughan said.
"All indicators are very positive that we will
meet or exceed this goal," Vaughan said.
With an estimated 1,453 fli'St-time freshmen,
the University'!> goal is to grow without diminishing the quality of education, Vaughan said .
"This growth is ... strategic; it's planned," he
said. "It recognit.es the strengths of the University."
Expected enrollment is calculated by analyz.
ing past growth. regional demographics, Murray State's resources and capacity, Vaughan
said.
He said finding .space to house student~ has
been an issue in the past. During the fall 2001
semester, some &tudents were housed in hotels
until on-<:ampus space could be made available.
Currently, the residential colleges are at
approxjmately 90-percent capacity, down from
98 percent in the fall, he said.
"Anytime our numbers keep going up and
our space stays the same, we have to look at
alternative ways of housing people," David
Wilson, housing director, said.
Wilson said officials have not made plans to

accommodate an overflow of students because
they ear waiting for solid numbers.
International-student enrollment growth also
has raised some concerns among University
officials, Vaughan said International-student
enrollment decreased by 14.8 percent dwina
the spring 2003 semester to 396.
"This reflects post-9-IJ concerns worldwide
about international enrollment and tension
about the cwrent political situation," Vaughan
said.
Another possible reason for the decline stans
from the University's focus on domestic
recruitment and failure to provide the same
amount of recruitment resources for international students, said Michael Basile, director of
the Institute of International Studies.
"'The University spends a lot of time and
effort to recruit domestically," Basile said. "'
think the big factor is international enrollment
does not have that kind of effort."
In addition, many countries are experiencing
uncertain economic stability, Basile said.
"l think it takes a greater effort to recruit
international students to come to this country
now than it did just three years ago," Basile
said.
To stop the decline, Basile said a newly
fonned committee will be able to utilize the
marketing expertise of the University.
Said Basile: "Murray State is a vtzy special
institution, but a lot of people don't know about
it."

Fall '02 Fall '03 Fall '04 Fall 'OS Fall '06 Fall 'f17

Percentage
Growth
2.8% 2.8% 2.0% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Total
Head count 9920 10200 10400 10600 10800 11000
Rob Brown/The News

University officials decided
upon a course of action following the investigation into
reported hazing violations by
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity
earlier this week.
Last week, administrative
officials met with an A TO
alumni advisory board to h~ar
its recomme ndations for
action after the conclusion of
the investigation. Vice President of Student Affatrs Don
Robertson, Assistant Vice
President of Student Affairs
Mike Young and Interfraternity Council Adviser Jim

Saurer met and discussed the
recommendations.
Robertson said a letter is in
the process of being sent to
ATO alerting it of the
specifics of the action ta1cen.
"A letter is being sent to
(ATO) that Mike Young is
drafting, telling them the
things they need to do,••
Robertson said.
Young would not comment
on the letter's contents.
Robertson said the advisory-board recommendations
were on the same page with
the administration's stance.
..Their recommendations
were taken, and some were
expanded with more depth

and detail. Some additional
things were put in place,"
Robertson said. "They had
done a pretty thorough
review. We were basically on
the same page."
Young said he was pleased
with the attitude of the advisory board regarding the
reported violations.
"We were pleased they had
taken the matter seriously and
devised a plan to help monitor
so that type of behavior (hazing) would not happen in the
future." Young said.
Robertson said he expected
the actions taken by the University to serve as an important message to other organi-

Events promote fair housing
by Lauren Friske!

Clark-Parham said The Kentucky
Commission of Human Rights notified
M urray they had grant money available, and they used the money to promote fair housing.
Pete Sanders, junior from Mayfield,
said renter's insurance is a good precaution.
"I do have renter's insurance, and it
only costs $15 a month," Sanders said.
..I feel like that is good security to have
in case anything happens."
Clark-Parham said many people are
unaware of other related laws, such as
one requiring landlords to insta11 smoke
detectors.
Other students are not aware of fair
housing laws and that low-income
housing is available in Murray. ClarkParham said.
Brooks Pratt, j u nior from Sikeston,
Mo., said he did not know about Fair
Housing Month but thought it would
provide useful information to
"I hadn't even heard anything about
Fair Housing Month," Pratt said. "If I
had known about it, I would have
looked into it. because it sounds like it
wou ld be very informative and helpful
to students who live off campus. but, I

staff writer
Several events were hosted by M urray State in April to raise community
awareness of fair housing Jaws. The
Ja ws protect individuals and families
seeking ho using and home loans from
income-based discrimination.
Doris C lark-Parham, a third-term
member of the M urray City Council,
sa id knowing about the Fair Housing
Law can be invaluable to students.
"The sessions we have wiJl help people realize about laws." C lark-Parham.
director of the Adventures in Math and
Science proaram at M urray State, said.
"It is a good opportunity for students to
come and Jearn about laws that they
were not aware of.
"For example, a group of colle ge students had a house fire. They lost everything that they had. They had no clue
abou t renter's insurance."
Clark-Parham said h ad the students
had renter 's insurance, their belongings
would have been replaced.
"Most students have no clue that
renter 's insurance exists," ClarkParh am said. ••t t is not very expensive."
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Alpha Gamma Delta would like to congratulate
their sisters for the following accomplislunents:
Order of Omega:
Amber Alexander
Holly Walker

•

,'r
I

4.0 GPA:
Kaci Greer
Amanda Medlin
Janine Perkins
Lindsay Thatcher
Erin Tolliver
Crista W atkins
Jessica Zelesky
Jenny Moss

Highest GPA:
Alpha Gamma Delta
Gamma Sigma A lpha:
Lindsey Tooley
H olly Walker
.Jan e H all Scholarship:
Jodi O'Connel

J

,.
•"
J
I

..

..
....
I

Greek A ward ofExcellence:
Alpha Gamma Delta
Greek Woman of the Year:
Kaci Greer

zations .
"I think it will send a very
stro ng message. We want
A TO to be a productive chapter," Robertson said.
Young said he hoped the
message would work in order
for organizations to prosper at
Murray State, and the message is not a new one.
'This has been o ur message
throughout the years ; it isn' t
something new," Young said .
"Situatio ns like this o vershadow the great things fraternities do for the University."
Young said the letters
would be-sent to A TO as soon
as possible.
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think, it needs to be pro moted more."
Denise Schuttler, assistant director of
Murray Housing Authority. said students can apply for low-income housing .
"We do c redit checks and past landlord c hec ks," Schuttler s aid. " Our
housing is meant to be permanent housing."
Schuttler said there is a waiting list
for income-based housing and a list of
rules residents must follow.
..The re are restrictions with the city
that students do not know about, such
as playing loud music ," Schuttler said.
Parham said many students vio late
zoning laws without knowing.
" There are differe nt zoning Jaws
within the city o f Murray;• she said.
''There was a situation where a student
moved into a family zone."
Clark-Parham said the Fair Housing
Law started when Martin Luther King
Jr. foug ht ho using discrimination. and
since then , it has evolved to inform the
public of its rights.
Said C lark-Parham: "Martin Luther
King Jr. died before the law go t passed.
but then the law passed four days
later."
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contestants.
rolls of film.
veekend.

Zandra.Raines, freshman
chemistry major from Galconda, Ill., used a Canon
EOS Rebel G to capture this
double exposure of model
Angela Drake, sophomore
from Shelbyville. Judges
loved the idea and wished
she had perfected it with
multiple frames.

handed 13 contestants
ld them to "go for it."
Jage represent what

~re

taken within the city
th 35mm cameras
sional grade to point-

rrnounce the winners of
rng Shoot-Off. They

ots.

Zandra receives another
honorable mention for this
simple, linear exploration of
contrast. A great use of
framing and perspective.

Amber DuVentre, freshman
organizational communication major from Jackson,
Tenn., got her brother
Phillip DuVentre to pose for
this well-textured fashion
photo. Amber shot with a
Minolta QT-xsi. Judges
would have liked a slightly
closer crop.

Judges liked the simple
poetry and use of depth of
field in this shot by Ricky
Agostin, sophomore graphics communications management major from
Louisville. Ricky shot with
a Nikon Nikkormat. Judges
felt the flower would have
"popped" on a darker background.
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college life editor: Kyser Lough
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this \\'eek
'friday
•Last Issue - Final
issue of "The Murray
State News'' for the
semester.

•saturday
•Final Exams- Final
Exams begin. Saturday class exams.
•Festival - Contemporary Keyboard Festival, 1 p.m., Peforming Arts Hall. Free
admission.

Student appears on 'Wheel of ortune
by Kyser Lough

•sunday
•Bible Study
University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, Elizabeth College back lobby, 9: 15
a.m. Rides to the
church of your choice
afterward.
•Cookout - Regents
College Awards Picnic, 2 to 5 p.m.,
Regents
College
lawn.
Graduating
seniors, their families
and yearly award
recipients are invited.
•Bible Study - Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.
•Midnight Breakrast
Winslow Dining Hall,
10 p.m. to midnight.
Racer meal plans,
declining balance or
cash accepted.

•monday
•Final Exams
8:30 a.m. MWF class
exams. 8 a.m.; I l a.m.
TTH class exams.
10:30 a.m.; 2:30p.m.
MWF class exams,
1:30 p.m. •

•tuesday
•Final Exams
9:30 a.m. MWF class
exams. 8 a.m.; II :30
a.m. MWF class
exams, 10:30 a.m.;
12:30 p.m. TIH class
exams, I :30 p.m.;
Tuesday night class
exams at their regularly scheduled time.

college life t!dito r
P roducers of the game show "Wheel of Fortune" stipulate that contestants can only appear
on the show once in a lifetime. Jason Doughty,
junior fTom Boaz, has now reached his limit.
Doughty said when he attended a taping of
"Wheel of Fortune., with his family in January,
the thought o f being n contestant never c rossed
his mind. However, j ust three months later he
found himself on a " Wheel" set in Los Angeles.
Doughty, along with 5 ,000 other audience
members, was entered into a lottery at the Jan.
10 taping.
'They drew out five random names,'' he
said. "The people selected then had the chance
to audition to be a contestant. J was the fifth
name dr.lwn,"
According to statistics he fo und on the Internet, Doughty said of the I million entrants who
vie to be on the show each year, le ss than 600
are actually chosen.
Two days after being selected. Doughty trave led to Nashville, Tenn .. to audition for the
show. He and 20 other candidates completed a
few mock puales and took a 16-punle quiz.
They were then told that those picked to compete on air would be notified by mail within
three weeks.
'Three weeks went by, and 1 d idn' t get a letter," Doughty said. "Two week ~ late r, my mom
calls me and tells me I hnd a letter waiting from
'Wheel of Fortune." '
Doughty said his mother read him the news
that he had been selected to be a contestant on
the show.
"It was unbelievable that it actually happened,'; he said. "l never imag ined that I would
actually be on there.''
According to the le tte r. Doughty would be
contacted to appear on the show anytime within the next 18 months. However, Doughty said
. it was a mere two weeks before he received a
phone call concerning his taping.
"(A representative of the show) called me on

my cell phone while I was at work," Doughty
said. ''She asked me if I could be in L.A. in 16
days to tape."
The day of the taping coincided with the last
day of classes before Spring Break, so
Doughty wao; able to travel to California.
To prepare for the game, Doughty said he
started playing "Wheel of Fortune" online and
watching the show.
'The two weeks before the taping went by
really quick." he said.
Soon, he was on a plane bound for l..os
Angeles. The night before the show, Doughty
said his stomach was in knots, and he could
barely eat.
"I got about seven hours of sleep that night,
which wasn't bad," Doughty said. "But I still
couldn 't eat breakfast the next mnrning.''
At 3:15a.m., Doughty boarded n shuttle bus
that took him to the studio. He and 16 other
contestants were then given a two-hour session
on rules and laws concerning the game. The 17
contestants were divided into five three-person
groups with two altemmes.
..After getting the rules, they took us out to
the stage to practice spinning the wheel :md
caiJing out letters," Doughty said .
Karri Wurth/711e News
The contestants then were able to eat lunch
but were only allowed to talk to the other con- .Jason Doughty, j unior from Boaz, was selected to be a contestant on " \\'heel of Fortestants and the contestant coordinators.
tune." The sho't wilJ air 6:30 p.m. May 20 on WPSD-'I'V. Doughty was nnt allowed
Once lunch was finished, the contestants to say how he did on t he show, but he still has a smile on his face.
were divided into their tnping groups. Doughty
'
said he was placed with a 25-year-old woman competito rs drew fo r their standing posi t1ons. know that: I thought he was goi ng to thi nk 1
who had recently graduated from the Universi- Doughty drew the :.pot next to Pa t S ajak. the was wein J o r something because I knew that."
ty of Florida and a woman in her 40s from out- show's host. After some last-minute spin pracWhile he cannot reveal unyth mg about the
side Seattle.
tice, the taping began.
puzzles o n his e pisode. Doug hty said tlw tap"There wasn't any tension at all (betweeQ the
".Bc:fore you know it, the music stans, and ing went q~ ic kJy iJ!lU/Y"'a~ ov~r f;lef<>rlf he 1 f\new
contestants)," Doughty said. " h was ral the. lighc go everywhere1 nod P.at and Vanoa it.
,.
t."lf ' l '
•
friend ly. We all got to be friends within a' few come out," Doug hty said ... It's nlmo!'t like a
"J felt pre,u y confide!lt}n ,solv mg ffie puzzles
hours, and even though I had an inner drive to dream state, there's so much goi ng on at o nce." und calling out letters.'' l)oughty said. " l d idn' t
win, l also wanted them to win too. You want
D uring the introductions. Doug hty said wnnr to feel too cnnfide nt, rhough, ami leave
everyone to win because they've gotten this Sajak me ntioned his per,o nal experiences in d isappointed either."
far."
Murray.
He was not able to sny how he did on the
Doughty's group was picked to tape second.
"On the show. Pat talked about how I \Vas a show, but 0\1ughty did say he d id not leave
Once his personal makeup assistant had junior at Murray S tate," D<lughty said. " He feeling too d issatisfied.
touched up his face, Doughty nnd the other said, 'Jason. d id you know that o ne o f my lirst
Tht~ show will ni r m 6:30 p.m. May 20 nn
contestants took the ~tnge. Onstage, the three jo bs was in Murray'!' I said, •Actually I did WPS D-TV.

HOBO
Look for PROFESSOR
I'VE CALLED THIS MEETING TO

this

BUT IT'S MY FIRST AMENDMENT
RIGHT TO PUT THE PAPERS OUT!

ADDRESS SOME NASTY RUMORS
THAT HAVE BEEN CIRCLING CAMPUS
ABOUT "STOLEN MEDIA. •

MISS STARk, YOUR FIRST
AMENDMENT RIGHTS BEGIN
RIGHT OUTSIDE THE RANGE
OF MY GUN.

week 's
Keelhaul

•wednesday
•Final Exams
9:30 a.m. 1TH class
exams, 8 a.m.; 12:30
p.m. MWF class
exams, 10:30 a.m.; 2
p.m.
TIH class
exams, 1:30 p.m.
• Co mme n c e ment
Meeting - Meeting
for degree candidates, 12:30 to 1
p.m., Regional Spec ial Events Center.
All candidates for
degrees are urged to
attend.
•Bible St udy - Chi
Alpha, 7 p.m. Free
ride:; to the church of
your choice.

on page
14!
I
8

IS
16

17
18
19
20
22
23
24
25

•thursday

26

•Final Exams
8 a.m. TIH and 4:30
p.m. MWF class
exams. 8 a.m.; I0:30
a.m. MWF c lass
exams, 10:30 a.m.;
1:30 p.m. MWF class
exams, 1:30 p.m.;
Thursday night class
exams at their regularly scheduled time.

29

28

30
32
33
34
35

39
44
45
46
47
48

ACROSS
Trick pitches
Island in the
Saronic Gulf
Sunshade
Chicago
newspaper
Quar.Jntine
Senior citi1.en
Deliver a
diatribe
Lift and toss
Infield cover,
briefly
Sailor's saint
Inliltmtors
Place o stake
King and Aida
Taxing agcy.
Nonviolent
prote.st
With good
judgment
Where Oz isn't
Beam o f light
Open container
Tapped lightly
Purses
Fundamental
character of a
culture
Halt u breath
mint'!
Bolivian capitol
Was in debt
Weasels'
kin

50
51
52

53
54
56
58

59
60
61

Exnmine closely
but quickly
Nonhof
Paris?
Madagascar
primate
Look after
Emerald hie
Los Angeles
suburb
Intrinsic
nature
Portl ier
Soup or salad,
e.g.
Sleeping
sickness carriers

10
II

12
13
14
21
27

29
31

32
34
35

Cap
Refrain
Genetic
deviants
Sluggishness
Snake
constellation
Well-ventilated
Fathers
Evens by
smoothing
Unpleasant
Relatives
Upright part of a
bench
Showy garden
blooms

36

37
3H
39
40
41
42
43
45
48
49

55
57

Under the most
negative
circumstances
St. _ of Avila
New walker
Posterior
Escape violently
Stresses
Beneliciury
Transmiuers
Fire starter
Cut into small
pieces
Della lie posits
Oppositt> of a
syn.
One Stooge

Last week's solution

2

3

4

5
6

7
8
9

DOWN
Bridal wreath
and
meadowsweet
University in
Philadelphia
Triathlon
champion
Timothy and
Abby
NASA's ISS
panner
Some IRAs
Soporiferou..,ly
Kitc hen
appliances
Where van
Gogh painted
like mad'?

The Weekly Crossword

Edited by wayne Robert wuur1ms

TMSPuzzla&Oaol.com
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this "''eek
• music
1. Kelly Clarkson - "Thankful"
2. SO Cent - "The New
Breed"
3. Fleetwood Mac - "Say You
Will"
4. Daryl Worley - "Have You
Forgotten?"
S. SO Cent - ''Get Rich or Die
Tryin"'
Source: Billboard.com

•movies
l . ldentity
Starring John Cusack
2. Anger Management
Starring Adam Sandler
3. Holes
Starring Jon Voight
4. Malibu's Most Wanted
Starring Jamie Kennedy
S. Confidence
Starring Dustin Hoffman
Source: Internet Movie Database

1. Louis Sachar - " Holes"
2. Robert C . Atkins - '"Dr.
Atkins' New Diet Revolution"
3. Mary Higgins Clark
"Daddy's Little Girl"
4. Nicholas Sparks - "The
Guardian"
S. Mary Higgins Clark
''The Second Time Around"
Source: Associated Press

• web site
www.rathergood.com
This so-dumb-it's-hilarious site
features a variety of kittens, puppi~s, gop~ers. and other lifel.ike
ammals smgmg songs v~mg
from ''Independent Women ' to
"Gay Bar." "Rathergood" serves
as a break from cramming for
finals and is especially effecuve at
3 a.m. when that research paper is
half-way ftnished.
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Summer tours come to area
by Alicia Ray
assistant

~oll ege

life edito r

Summer Break may be a reason to rejoice, but a few
months at home with the folks can get wearisome.
For music lovers tired of mom' s curfew or little brother's nerve-peeling antics, a road trip may be in order- a
host of top-notch concens are on the horizon over the
next few months.
Kentucky:
•The Dixie Chicks will play 7:30p.m. May 18 at Freedom Hall in Louisville. Tickets are $35 to $65 and may
be purchased by phoning (502) 367-5001.
•The All· American Rejects will play 8 p.m. May 27 at
l illian ' s in Louisville. Tickets are $10 and can be purchased by phoning (502) 589-9090.
•DefLeppard will play 7 :30p.m. J une 10 at Rupp Arena
in Lexington. Tickets range from $31.50 to $41.50 and
are available by phoning (859) 233·3535.
•Alkaline Trio will play 8 p.m. June 22 at Jilliun's, Tickets are available for $1 0.
Tennesee:
•James Taylor wi ll play 7:30 p.m. May 27 at the
Amsouth Amphitheatre in Nashville. Tickets range from
$16.75 to $39.75 and may be purchased by phoning (615)
641 -5800.
•The Eagles will play 8 p.m. May 25 at Gaylord Entertainment Center in Nashville. Tickets are $47.50 to
$ 177.50 and may be ordered by phoning (6 15) 770-2040.
•ZZ Top will play 7 p.m. May 30 at AmSouth Ampithe-

Justin Timberlake joins Christina Aguilera as two
of many artists playing in the region this summer.
The two will perform in St. Louis on July 5.
atre. Tickets are $ 19.75 to $45.
•Fleetwood Mac will perform 8 p.m. May 3 1 at Gaylord
E ntertainment Center. Tickets are available for $47 to

$125.
•Matchbox Twenty will play 7 p.m. June 25 at Amsouth
Amphitheatre. Check hup:\\www.ticketmaster.corn for
tickets.
Missouri:
•Musiq wi ll perform 8 p.m. June 13 at The Pageant in St.
Louis. Tickets are $24 to $34 and may be ordered by
phoning (314) 726·6161.
•Christina Aguilera and Justin T imberlake concen at
7:30 p .m. 'July 5 at the Savvis Center in St. Louis. Tickets are $39.50 to $59.50, but Missourians must check the
miscellaneous section of their local newspapers for ticket sellers.
•The Dave Matthews Band will perform 7 p.m. J uly lO at
the UMB Bank Pavilion in Maryland Heights, Mo. Tickets are $35 to $52.50 and may be purchased by phoning
(3 14) 298-9944.
..
•John Mayer and Counting Crows will take the stage 7
p.m. Ju ly 29 at the UMB Bank Pavilion. T ickets are $31
to $43.
•The Summer Sanitarium Tour, which includes big hardrock names like Mctallica. Limp Bizkit, Linkin Park,
Deftones and Mudvayne will start at 3 p.m. July 25 at the
Edward Jones Dome in St. Louis. Tickets cost $15 and
may be purchased by phoning the box office at (314)
342-5000.
For those staying in Murray, an event to look forward
to is Freedom Fest, which wi ll run from June 30 to July
5. The. festivities will include concerts. arts and crafts,
fi reworks and parades.

D4 fun, generic New Zealand rock
by Michael Driver
staff writer
From the second the 04's "6Twenty"
starts, it is obvious exactly what ki nd of
album this is. Singer Jimmy Christmas'
vocals are close kin to the maniacal
screaming of Iggy Pop, and the D4 is not
dissimilar to the Stooges.
"6T wenty" is the 04' s first stateside
release after landing a U.S . recording
deal. After self-releasing two albums in
its native New Zealand, and with many
similar bands hitting it big in the United
States, the band' s label thought it the
right time to unleash the D4 's blend of
wailing guitars and screaming vocals.
A stri pped-down rock sound is nothing
new in America, and it is cen ainly nothing new in New Zealand w here t he
"Kiwi" genre has been huge for more
than a year.
The Strokes and Hives are old news at
this point, but the 04 only occasionally
come across as a legitimately talented
band rather than a pale imitator. Guitar
solos come from every direction. and

•

Beaver' s drums see almost as many blazing solos as C hristmas' six-string - but
that is the extent of the group's originality.
T he 04 actually is more derivative than
most o f its Kiwi-rock re latives. Few
moments on the album distinguish
"6Twenty" from releases by the Datsuns
or the Hives since the D4's lyrics are
negligible and, in many cases, unintelligible.
No one song on the album stands above
the rest. None of the songs are atrocious,
but none of them are panicularly good,
either.
"Get Loose," seems to have been chosen at random as the band's current si ngle, boasting no musical di fference to the
album's other tracks or radio a ppeal. T he
d istortion remains the same, as does
C hristmas' screaming.
The song titles on "6Twenty" are
e nough to explain the nature o f the
music. "Party," ''Come O n," " L ittle
Baby" and "Outta Blues" are a few of the
track titles and the only noticeable diffe rence between the songs.

Congrat:ulat:lon• t:o t:he i!DD3-i!DD4 l\lewly
lnduct:ed Dfficer!i and Chairwo01en of'
!ilg01a !ilg01a !iig01a

However, even if the band only has one
song rewritten 14 ti mes, "6Twenty" is
still a fun album, and there is an undeniable energy to the music. The drums are
always driving forward at a breakneck
pace, and the fuzzy guitars wail along
just as quickly.
Christmas' vocals are not traditional,
but they match the rest of the band' s
music with reckless abandon. There is
not a dull moment in the 36-minute play
time, and the simple song patterns go relatively unnoticed since many of the
tracks end before the three-minute mark.
Upon analysis. though, the music stuns
to break down. T he simplicity wears thin
after a few listens, and other bands have
already cashed in on the novelty of the
genre· s sound.
T he music is energetic, but it never has
the raw power of the Stooges or any of its
punk-rock forbears. T here is a Ramones
feeJ to the music , but the Ramones knew
that if you never said anything, people
would stop listening.
For those looking for an album ro play
in the background or keep a party rock-

ing, the D4' s "6Twenty" will do just fine.
There is no shortage of hard rocking and
driving tracks. However. anyone looking
for somethi ng to surpass the bar set by
the White Stripes, the Vines and rest of
the upper-echelon Kiwi- and New Yorkscene bands should look elsewhere.
Grade: C +

Congrat:ulat:lon!i t:o !iig01a !iig01a !ilg01a
on all t:helr achleve01ent:!i at:
All &reek A!i!ieDlbly

Heat Team
ohannah Dueker

Ellen Grommet

Gamma Sigma Alpha
Lauren Weider

RPM:

Hl.-t:orl•n:
lnnerhou•e:
!it•nd•rd•:

Who's Who Among
College Students
Melanie Brewer

lnt:r•n"11ur•l•:

• Congratulations to Sigma Sigma Sigma for
• Congratulations Jane Hall on your retirement and a
their win in the sorority division at All Campus Sing!
successful year In RCC!
• Congratulations to our nominee, Kacl Greer, for winning
• Congratulations Miranda Barnett for winning Froggy Idol!
Greek Woman of the year!
• Thanks to everyone who participated in and
supported Volleybash!
• Congratulation LorJ Dial on being re-elected to the Board of Regents!
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GO to the Hulick links staff, students
head
of
.
the college

In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residentialcollege heads and how
they affect.the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.

Week 8:
Hart College

by jessica Higdon
staff writer
A residentiul-college head
.must have a lot of hean when it
comes to building lasting relationships with students at Murray
State.
Chuck Hulick has proven he
ha.~ what it takes to be a successful college head as he completes
his third year at the helm of Han
Residential College..
"Chuck ha.-; been such a great
college head," said Becky
Fatheree, resident adviser and
junior from Iuka. Ill. "I have been
an RA here for two years, and he
ha.o; always been there to help me
out whenever I need it."
Hulick said Fatheree has
worked closely with him on seveml occasions, as she is a member
of the Hart staff, Residential College Council and Hart Honor
Society.
"Chuck always seems to be
organiLed, and he always has the
resources and creative ideas we
need tor any project (If activity
we are doing.'' Fatheree said.
"Our job a.'> residents and staff
would be a lot more difficult if
Chuck weren't here to help us out
when we needed him. He genuinely cares about each of the residents of Hart, and he docs whatever he can to help us all be successful both in and out of the
classroom."
Hulick said working with students outside the classroom is one
of the most important jobs of a
college head.
"l fmd it to be very important
for a faculty member to build
relationships with students out-

side the classroom," he said...1
also think that it is equally, if not
of even greater importance. for
student<> to be open to building
relationships with the faculty. I
like students to see me as a
human being in a less-structured
situation than the classroom
gives. These relationships, I
believe. are a key factor in student'!' success."
Helping build that bridge
between faculty and students is
one of his responsibilities as a
college head, Hulick said.
"We have found that students
are more satisfied with their educational experience when they
have a close interaction with faculty members," Hulick said. "Part
of my role is to be an ombudsman. I am responsible for helping
students find the resources they
need when they don't know
where to go. Sometimes. these
connections between faculty and
students give students the opportunity to learn about possible co-,
ops or internships that will help
them out in the future."
Hulick said while he loves the
academic side of his job as a college head, it is the wide variety of
opponunities offered through
Hart that he likes most.
" I love the fact that I can be
involved in so many diverse
activities," Hulick said. "I recently played on the Hart intramural
golf team, I have played some
softball games, I cnn advise students on an academic 1evel and
also have casual conversations
with the residents. There are just
so many opponunities within the
college to take advantage of.
Where else could a person get the

chance to panicipate in such a
wide variety of activities?"
Hulick said stepping into the
world of residential colleges was
an honor, and while he has
worked with students in the cla.'isroom for many years, he still has
much to Jearn about student living.
"College student~. as with the
world, · have changed so much
over the years," he said. "Students today have so many more
c!loices of how they spend their
time. There are so many things
going on and so many activities to
choose from. That is what surprised me the most when I took
this job. I learned very quickly
that student<; tend to be very busy
with many things going on
around campus. Many of them
don't have time to participate in
aJI the residential colleges have to
offer."
Hulick smd getting students to
participate in activities is one of
the most difficult aspects of a college head's job, but he offers this
advice to future college heads:
''Realize that it takes quite a bit
of time to be a successful college
head," Hulick said. "Not all students are interested in everything
that goes on within the college.
There is such a variety of imercsts, and not everything is going
to appeal to students. My advice
is just to relax and enjoy every
moment you get to spend with the
students."
Ricky Agostin/Guest

Chris Schweizer
YOU WERE DELIRIOUS WITH
SENIOAITIS. WE PUT ICE IN
TV& TO &REAIC YOUR FEVER.
t>ELIRIOUS?
I REMEMBER

AND YOU WERE THERE,
AND YOU WERE THERE ••.

..

NOW ... I WAS
IN A STRAN&e

LAND •••

Mon.- sat.
t0:30 a.m. to
midnight
759-3663
Chestnut St.
Located at s Points

"Home of the special Bean Roll"

unique Mexican Food • Dell sandwiches
cajun specials · salads · soups · BBQ

· Special Price Lunch Menu ·

(ofeman's Safon of C]leaut1
...

welcomes neu' stt;list

Congratulations graduates!
orne in with the family to celebrat

Open Mon. - Sat.
11

a.m.- 12 a.m.

,

Misti
Lawrence
A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all branches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make-up.
CaJl or see Misti for an appointment on
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Owtrer/Operator
Barbara Coleman

May Bth • Hoos er Daddy
Must be 21 to stay for the bilndl

Check our new website for bands this summer:
208 S. 12th Street

270-759-2467
.....

ONLY

Chuck Hulick, head of Hart
CoUege. uses his position to
help build a bridge between
faculty and students.

KEELHAUL

~-.,

·COLLEGE·
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www.murraymenus.com/blgapple.lvnu
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Shaping Up
Faculty member wins 10-week ultimate body challenge
by Alicia Ray
assistant college life editor

,
photo illustration by ISY~gr Lough!The News

Murray State industry and
technology associate professor Jay Zirbel said the
secret to losing weight is
common: sense.
"Everyone already knows
it," Zirbel said. "You really
just have to watch your diet."
Zirbel, originally from Milwaukee,
Wis., said he followed a strict diet
and workout plan six days a week as
part of Martial Arts America's 10week Ultimate Body Challenge.
Competing against 49 other locals,
Zirbel won, scoring 94 out of 100
points based on body transformation,
test improvement, a diet and workout
workbook and an essay.
Tung Dinh, master instructor and
owner of Martial Arts America, said
he could tell Zirbel had the determination to do well in the competition.
Dinh said Zirbel logged his heart rate
in his workbook even when he was
not required to do so.
"I guess he really wanted to win,"
Dinh said.
Zirbel said he had been in Dinh's
kickboxing class several times
before, but his wife inspired him to
compete in the contest this year.
"My wife motivated me," Zirbel
said. "She won the car last year."
The winners of each group in the
event move on to compete in the
finals, and Dinh awards the overall
winner with a car, Dinh said.
"That shows if they can keep {the
weight) off," Dinh said.
Zirbel said he has maintained his
target weight for more than five
weeks and plans to continue the
healthy lifestyle.
"I do kickboxing early in the
morning." he said. "It gets
me out of bed. I watch
my weight so it
doesn't get out of
hand."
The biggest
challenge in the

program was following the diet, Zirbel said.
"It was hard to do," he said. "Ten
weeks is a long time to stick with any
diet."
Dinh said the program consists of a
balanced diet of protein, carbohydrates and vegetables in six small
portions throughout the day.
"Moderation is the key," Dinh
said.
Zirbel said he admits to slightly
altering the planned diet but followed most of the rules.
"I just watched my fat content and
ate a lot more carbohydrates and
fruits and vegetables (than before),"
Zirbel said.
Although Dinh allowed the competitors to have one day a week off
the diet and exercise plan, Zirbel said
he soon decided not to use his free
day.
"It starts becoming real clear that
it's not worth it to take a day off,"
Zirbel said. "(It's frustrating) to lose
two or three pounds eating right for
six days and then to gain it all back
because of one day."
Dinh said there is a high rate of
long-term success with the program
because anything practiced for at
least 21 days will likely become a
permanent activity.
"The reason is, it becomes a
habit.'' Dinh said. "They do it for 10
weeks, so it becomes three or four
times more effective. They see a
result that is so dramatic, and they
gain a lot of self-esteem."
Dinh said the problem with diets is
most people try to change themselves
from the outside only, but in this program, the change starts within.
Zirbel said he plans to continue
living a healthy lifestyle.
''I'm about exactly the same
weight as when (the contest) ended,"
Zirbel said. ~1 watch (my weight)
pretty closely so it doesn't get out of
hand."
Now in top shape, Zirbel competed
in a triathalon with his wife this past
weekend, he said.

Congratulations 2003-2004
Student Ambassadors!!
President - Ryan Ring ley
Vice President of Communication - Drew Lacey
Vice President of Points - Anna Grout
Members:
Rachael Alberter
Kim Ashley
Ashley Atkins
April Barkley
Bryanna Barrett
Dawn Barwig
Blair Bennett
Amanda Birkner
Zech Bishop
Catherine Booker
Eric Buchner
Jenny Canaday
Megan Chaney
John Coomes
Jessica Crockett
Kyla Dehay
Johannah Dueker
Josh Duke
Toni Duncan
Zach Dunlap
Scott Ellison
Meredith Gates
Jared Gentry
April Gilbert
Ashley Givens
OJ Graczyk
Anna Grout
Jennifer Guthrie
Karami Hagan
Mary Harmon
Megan Haverstock
Andrew Heins
Lauren Heins
Vannessa Higgins
Amy Hille
Nikki Holland
Laura Holt
Michelle Houser
Patrick Howell

Lisa Jarboe
Lauren Jung
Emily Just
Katie Kanowsky
Jen Kempton
Laura Kight
Kyle Krantz
Drew Lacey
Kristen Larkins
Heather Lawson
Jessica Linenfelser
Lesfie Lyons
Jodi Martin
Tiffany Martin
Andrea Miller
Jessica Moore
Meghan Mottaz
Katie Noel
Larry O'Malley
Nancy Parrish
Eilenn Pence
Alisha Perry
Jessica Reed
Amy Richerson
Ryan Ringley
Anne Rothenburger
Lauren Rudd
Rick Scott
Josh Smith
Marla Smith
Valerie Spivey ·
Jocelyn Thomas
Robert Thompson
Frederick Travis
Tim Travis
Teri Wagenblast
Lauren Weider
Lindsay White
Kristen Windsor
Erica Wyatt
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"appy cBirtbday
'Loree Stark!
Best wishes from
the Murray State News staff!

CONGRATULATIONS!
Kyser Lough
on being elected RCA President
for 2003-2004 from your friends
at the Mu~ray State News!

Heads up Students!
All library items are due on IM ay 2nd. Return
items directly to the circulation desk, or use
the book drop at the corner of Olive Blivd
and 15th. Avoid library fines!!

For more information call (270) 762-4990,
or circulation@ murraystate.edu

.
I

s ports editor: Chris Jung
assistant sports editor: Alllan(b Lt·c
phone: 762-4468
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Back-to-back-to-back •••

Women's tennis wins third-consecutive OVC Championship;
Keasling named Coach of the Year, Spencer Player of the Year
In doubles play, MSU essentially
clinched the championship. taking
two of the three games. Spencer and
Despite the sensation of deja vu. sophomore Jaclyn Leeper teamed to
the Murray State women's tennis win No. I doubles 8-5 oyer Marina
team's third-consecutive Ohio Val- Tasheva and Obando. The duo of
ley Conference Champions hip is a senior Cheryl Graham and freshdifferent experience than the others man Tami McQueen beat Maja
to OVC Coach of the Year Connie Russinova and Alicja Kutyla 8-6 in
Keasling.
No. 3 doubles to take the title.
MSU defeated top-seeded TenGraham and Ward also were
nessee Tech 4·3 Sunday to capture named to the AII-OVC team, and
the OVC title. The team also Graham became the first player in
upended Tech last year with an program history to be recognized
identical score in the championship with the conference honor all four
match.
years on the squad.
"lt' s actually not the same at all,"
"It's been an honor and a priviKeasling said. "All three years have lege to be coach of this team,"
been really different. and we're all Keasling said. "Academically. they
still pretty shocked about all of it." have strived to be the best they can
Led by junior Melissa Spencer's be while keeping a 3.51 team
strong play and senior Annette GPA."
Steen's effective presence on the
Keasling snid her stress on acadecourt, MSU was able to earn anoth· mics also will affect the team's
er automatic berth into the NCAA upcoming practice schedule.
women's tournament.
"The emphasis is on school
Steen also earned the OVC work," she said. "We are going to
Sportsmanship Award as voted by practice this weekend and try to get
league coaches. This is the second in three really good ones before we
time in conference history the leave. We're going to hit as many
award has been given.
balls as we can, and the (men's tenAU-OVC
honoree
Spencer nis team) is going to come help and
defeated Marina Tasheva 6-2. 6-2 practice to get ready for the top-five
in No. I singles. backing up her teams that we' ll be facing."
OVC Player of the Year honor.
The women· s squad will open
''Each year we've had one player NCAA action against the No. 7
that has been able to provide that seed University of Tennessee on
leadership on the cou1t," Keasling either May 9 or 10. Details of firstsaid. 'This year Melissa has been round action were unavailable at
that player for us."
press time.
Joining Spencer in the victory
'Tennessee has the No. I player
column was sophomore Jennifer in the country," Spencer said. "So it
Ward. who was victorious 6-3, 4-6. will be a once-in-a-lifetime experi6-3 over Anita Obando in No.3 sin- ence, and I'm just going to go do (From left to right) Murray State seniors C heryl Graham and Annette Steen and sophomore Jennifer Ward react to the announcement of their
gles.
my best und see what happens."
NCAA Tournament first-round opponent Wednesday at Applebee's restaurant. MSU will begin play May 9 against the University of Tennessee.

by Chris Jung
sports

~ditor

to back-to-back
Pace leads women's golf to second-straight OVC title;
.conference golfer of the year wins individual championship
by Amanda Lee
a~sistant

sports editor

The women's golf team achieved complete domination
this week. winning its second-straight Ohio Valley Conference Championship, f;weeping the individual honors and
shooting its best score of the ~pring season.
After three days of leading competitors by 15 shotc; or
more, the women finished in first place Wednesday with an
overall score of 932. a solid 39 strokes ahead of secondplace Eastern Illinois.
•'I'm ~·ery excited and happy for my players.'' Head
C<KtCh Velvet Milkman said. "They work extremely hard
all year and to see them reach their goals is very rewarding:•
Murray State started strong Monday, leading by 15
strokes after the first round of the tournament at the Country Club of Paducah. Senior Stephanie Bnskey was tied for
first place with a first-round score of 76.
Second-round action Tuesday was again dominated by
Murray State as the Racers pulled ahead by 22 strokes.
Freshman Lee-Anne Pace moved into tirst place after
shooting a 73, her lowest score of the tournament and just
one :;troke over par.
'
By the end of Wednesday's round, Murray Stute had
players in the top-three spots and claimed the title without
much of a fight. Pace placed first, junior Nikki Orazine finished second and Buskey ended up in the third-place spot.
Milkman said the key to the team's success was taking
the tournament one day at a time.
"We talked about it at our team meeting- not paying any
ancntion to (our lead)," Milkman said. ''To shoot the scorel>
we did these last three day:. i~ phenomenal."
Mil~man said she told the players to try for the best team
score. a feat the women accomplished. Pace said Milkman's advice paid off.
"Every morning bclore we played, coach told us to go
out and shoot a better score than the first day," Pace said.

"(Wednesday) we wanted to shoot the semester's lowest
round, and we did so by two shots. I think it was a great
goal to have because you don't have to think of the outcome, and you don't just sit back and relax."
If winning the conference tide was not enough. Milkman
and many of her players received additional OVC honors.
Milkman was named Coach of the Year, Pace claimed
Player of the Year status. and Pace, Orazine and Baskey
were named to the All-Tournament team. Prior to the start
of the Championship tournament. Pace and Baskcy were
nominated by coaches and named to the AII-OVC team.
" I think Velvet deserves the credit.'' Pace said of Milkman's fifth Coach of the Year aow-ard. "She's a great coach."
Milkman said stmng play from all her players made the
difference in the Championship rounds.
'This tournament proved that we're not a one-person
team," Milkman said. "I've said all year that our strength is
our depth." Ylurray State competed this semester without
2002 OVC Player of the Year Cuyler Hedley. Hedley, a
junior, missed the entire spring season with a broken wrist.
The team will attempt to continue its winning tradition
next year after losing seniors Ba!>key and Kelly Wren.
"[ was really pleased with winning this year's championship for my two seniors,'' Milkman said . "I've enjoyed
cooching them for four years.
"(Baskey and Wren) played really well today. The last
day can be very em()(ional, but they were able to maintain
focus and take care of business."
Pace, who joined th<! team for the spring semester. said
:.he will miss playing with the seniors.
"We spend so much time together, and we've grown so
clnsc." Pace said. "I'm really glad that we're ublc to end on
a high note and give them happy memories. We're really
going to miss them because they're great players."
Pace said she is pleased with the team's outst:mding season.
Said Pace: "I think it's greati it's a perfect endmg to a
grcut sea\on for our team."

John Rohison/The News

(l.eft)- :\lurray S ta te sophomore L ee-Anne Pace lines up a sho t d uring Mo nday's first round
of the OVC C hampionships. Pace shot a 77-73-74- 224 t o lead MSU to the conference title .

OVC Baseball
Standings

OVC Baseball
Schedule

ovc
• Tennessee Tech
: .. Austin Peay

7-4
6·4·1

: ... sEMO

6-5
6·5

:.. Eastern Kmi\Jcky
•.,Murray State
; ... Eastern lllinois
: • Morehead State

Overall
20-18
18-23-1

22·14
19-18
17-20
21·20
13-24
14·20-1

6-5
6-6

4·8

,,:..Tennessee·Martin

3·7·1

...

••
,,..

May4
Eastern Kentucky@ Tennessee Tech, 1 p.m.
Murray State•@ Morehead State, 1 p.m.
SEMO@ Tcnnc::oscc·Mnrtin, I p.m
Eastern Illinois@ Austin Pcay,l p.m.

,...•
·"
If

~-

Mav3

Eastern Kentucky@ Tcn~c:.:.ce Te~h (dh), 1 p.m.
Murray State@ Morehead State (dh), I p.m.
SEMO@ Tennessee-Martin (dh), 1 p.m.
Eastern lllinuis@ Austin J'cay (dh), 2 p.m.

fi

-

Intramural Soccer Standings

Intramural Soccer Standings

Residential College

Greek League
Fraternity

Men

Richmond
Elizabeth
Franklin

Lambda Cht Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi

5-0

3·1
3·1

SigmnChi

Hesler

2·1

Pi Kappa Alph.,

3-3
3-3

4-0
3·1
2·1
2·2

Hoop Squad
MMMafia
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Sigma Alph.1

4.()

Sorority

Women

Hart

Richmond
Springer
Hester

5·1

5·1
4·0
3·1
2·4
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Men's golf finishes third at OVC Championships
by Jake Lowary
comributing writer

Members of the Murray State men's golf team
walked away wi1h a third-place finish at the Ohio
Valley Conference Championship held Monday.
Tuesday and Wednesday at the Country Club of
Paducah.
The Racers (306) ended Monday's first round
in fourth place behind Austin Peay (29 1) and
Eastern Kenrucky (296). Freshmen Will Cox and
Kyle Shirley led 1he team for the round with 2over-par 74s and lied for seventh in a field of 44.
The Racers moved to third after posting a second-round Iota! of 295. Freshman Will Cox led
the Racers witn a 1-under-par 71 on Tuesday.
The Racers held on to their third-place spot
Wednesday with a 305. finishing behind Austin
Peay's 296. Eastern Kentucky (303) took second.
The OVC Championships ended the Racers'
2003 spring season . For the season, the Racers
finished in the top five in 10 of 12 events. They
also won 1he University of Tennessee at Martin's
Tri-State Classic, held March 3 and 4, and the

Morehead State/Silver Springs Shores Invite on
March 14 and 15.
"I thought we had an excellent season," Head
Coach Eddie Hunt said.
Hunt also said the freshmen team members
contributed to much of this year's success.
''Our freshmen have been ranked fourth in the
nation as a class behind the University of Florida, University of Georgia and Notre Dame,"
Hunt said.
Hunt said the team's freshmen members owe
their success to hard work and the time they
devoted to the game. He also said senior Brandon Henson made a significant contribution.
"Brandon Henson was a big influence for the
freshmen," Hunt said. "He Is a great leader."
Henson is the only senior on the squad and bas
played well for four years, Hunt said.
This is Hunt's third year as coach of tbe golf
team. His predecessor, Buddy Hewitt, coached
the Racers for 4 1 seasons, leading them to three
OVC championships.
Hunt said if solid play from this season's
freshmen continues, Murray State will continue
to see a strong golf team in the future.

John Robison/The News

Murray State freshman Kyle Shirley p repares to putt Monday during the first
round of the Ohio Valley Conference Championships. Shirley tied for l Oth, shooting a 74-75-77-226 in MSU's third place overall finish.

Men's tennis ·falls short in conference finals
staff report
The Murray State men's tennis team fell short in their
quest for a third-straight Ohio Valley Conference Tournament Championship.
The Racers lost 4-0 to No. 1-seeded Tennessee Tech
on Sunday at the Centennial Sportsplex in Nashville,
Tenn. The loss in the finals dropped the Racers' season

record to 11-11.
MSU qualified for the finals by winning their opening-two matches of the tournament, defeating Austin
Peay 4-0 Friday and besting Eastern lllinois 4-3 in the
semifinals. Despite dropping the finals match, the news
was not all bad for the Racers, as Thiago Gondim, a
senior from Fortaleza, Brazil, was elected to the AIJOVC team.
In the championship match, MSU lost the doubles

•

point 2-0. Sophomore Adam Maskill and junior Masimba Musk we dropped their No. I doubles match to Luis
Aguerrevere and Gernot Fi~cher 8-1 in the eight-game
pro set. Gondim and freshman Craig Jacobs were defeated at No. 2 doubles by Will Chappell and Razvan Die 8-

4.
In singles play, Gondim lost a rough match at No. 1
singles to Fischer 6-2, 6-4. Maskill fell at No. 3 singles
to llie 6-3, 6-1, and Jacobs was beaten at No. 6 singles

by Michele Panzeri 6-1,6-0.
Though the men's tennis team was unable to win its
third-straight OVC Championship on Sunday, senior
Thiago Gondim (No. 1 singles, No. 2 doubles) claimed
a spot on the All-OVC Team.
The Racers ended the season with a I 1-1 1 record after
losing to Tennessee Tech. Gondim was joined on the
team by Tennessee Tech's Gernot Fischer and Razvan
Ilie.

Take a One Hour Vacation from
Your busy daY!
Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from the everyday stress. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We also offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Qlft Certificates are always avaUable. Please call Sheila, Lesa,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
w ith MSU 10 .

"3.~,

.,.,.....

767-0045

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

~ 'Ef!U!J~ IJJeserves a

One :Hour o/acation."

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr S uare • Murra

C2003 Blocl<buster Inc.

J!l
Located behind
Goody's acr oss

from
The Apple!

..

Students, why
drag it all home
and back?

Indoor Climate Control
Storage
Residential & Collllllercial
Store your Stuff!!!
• U-Haul rentals
• No security deposit
• All units air-conditioned and heated
• Month-to-month leasing
• On-Site Manager
• Boxes for sale

• Rates from $12 monthly
• Controlled access
• Video survelllance
• Security alarmed
• Pest control
• Open 7 days a week

·----------------------·

- - - - - -- -- - - - - - . •

Premier Mini Storage
644 N. 12th St.
:
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-753·9600 I
I
Fax: 270-753-9602
I

Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon! Clip this coupon!

l FREE PADLOCK
I

when you move in!

I
I

:
:
I

Premier MIDI Storage
Behind Goody' a ID the 8boppes of llarny
Call or come b)' today!
www.hillsborocompulea.com

I

I
I
I
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Local economy shows promise
by Adam L. Mathis
With unemployment on the rise and the gross dome1>tic product growth down, the nation faces a mixed economic situatton But some economic 1>pecialists believe
the situation in the region is show1ng promise.
For the first quarter of 2003, the national GOP growth
was 1.6 percent, down from the average growth rate of 2.5 to 2.7 percent,
said Larry Moran, an economist for
the Bureau of Economic Analysis.
The GDP. the total value of all
goods and services, is one of the
most relevant statistics to determining economic health, he said.
"Most people believe you need an
Increase in GOP anywhere between
2 to 2.5 percent to combat unemployment.'' Moran said.
For the GOP to grow, Moran said
investment in business is also necessary. Investment in business was
down 2.3 percent for the first quaner
Mark
of2003.

Manning

The Ripple Effect
A Report on the Local Economy

"Investment has not been strong at all," Morun said ,
"that whole period (200 1-02) was sustained by the
investor," Moran said. '·For the economy co continue to
grow we need more investment.
"The basic reason why businesses are not investing
much in 2000 was. in the late 1990s. there was an over
investment. As a nation, we hall too much capacity to
fulfill the demand that was being requested of us."
The economic outlook for the area is mostly good.
said Mark Manning, executive director of the MurruyCalloway County Economic Development Corp.
"Other than the Mattei closing," he said, "our local
manufacturing economy is very stable, probably in a
light expanding mode.''
The manufacturing growth differs from the state trend
last year where 6,100 manufacturing jobs were lost in
2002, according to a Kentucky Cabinet for Workforce
Development news release.
"Employment in the manufacturing sector decreased
for the second consecutive year, making 2002 the lowest
number of manufacturing jobs since 1992," said Carlos
Cracraft, chief labor market analyst for the state Department for Employment Services, in a news release.
"Even so, the manufacturing sector has added 4,200 jobs

Bankruptcies exceed 15,000
by Melony Leazer
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over the last decade."
Overall in the area, commercial retail is working the
hardest, Manning said. while having ''the fewest .dollar~
to chase."
John Williams, uirector ot the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce, said retail business has
done well in the local area.
"They had a pretty good Chrbtmas season and they
are holding their own," Williams said. The local retail
performance was remarkably better than what he witnessed in other areas, he said.
Manning said the unemployment rate in November
2002 was 6.2 percent.
"What you're still reflecting there is the Mattei dislocation," Manning said. "As Pella ramps up. and assuming there are no other significant dislocations, that number should begin to decline."
Overall, Manning said the economy is doing well,
partly because of Murray State University.
" It's not a bed of roses."he said,"but compared to
many other rural communities, not just in western Kentucky, but in the nation, I would say we are fortunate .
The fact that we have the university goes a long way to
making the economy recession-resistant."

For the first time in bankruptcy history, the number of
ftlings in west Kentucky topped 15,000 in 2002. Whether
that figure climbs any higher depends on proposed federal
legislation designed to curtail the anticipated rise in cases.
The U.S. Bankruptcy Court for Kentucky, headquartered
in Louisville, reported 15,060 bankruptcy cases tiled in
western Kentucky last year, the highest ever recorded.
That number is only for the Western District of Kentucky,
which includes the counties of Ballard. Caldwell, Callo\\-ay, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves.
Hickman, Livingston, Lyon, McCracken, Marshall and
Trigg.
Petitioners from any of those counties attend their
bankruptcy coun hearings in Paducah, where the federal
court for the western district is located.
Nearly 4,000 additional filing:, were reported in west
Kentucky between 1999 and 2002, clearly the largest jump
recorded so far.
Nationally, the number of bankruptcies surpassed 1.5
million in 2002- also a first in bankruptcy history.
Alan Stout, pres1dent of the National Association of
Bankruptcy Trustees and county attorney in Crittenden
County. said the nation's sluggish economy is partly to
blame.
"I think 9-11 had an impact on the overall economy, and
it definitely had an impact on the high numbers of
bankruptcies," said Stout. who also serves as a bankruptcy
trustee for west Kentucky.
Calloway County, however, has experienced only a
slight increase in bankruptcy filings in recent years. In
2001. there were 114 Chapter 7 cases and seven Chapter
13 cases. A year later, 12 I Chapter 7 and 13 Chapter 13
cases were reported for the area.
Federal law defines the various bankruptcy filings:
• Chapter 7 is designed to allow individuals to keep certain propeny exempt while the remaining property, if any.
is sold to repay creditors.
• Under a Chapter 13 bankruptcy. creditors may be
repaid in installments, in full or in part, over a three- to
five-year period.
• Chapter II provides for a business to continue operations while formulating a plan to repay its creditors.

• Chapter 12 is designed to meet the needs of financially
distressed family farmers.
• In a Chapter 9 bankruptcy, the federal court provides
protection for a financially distressed municipality from its
creditors while it develops and negotiates a plan for adjusting its debt.
A Chapter 7 case usually results in the highest number
of filings because of its application to individuals. Between
1989 and 2000, Chapter 7 cases in Kentucky rose by 72
percent, according to Stout.
This year, west Kentucky already is seeing a trend in
increa'iing bankruptcy filings. Most recem data for January
and February showed 2,432 cases filed in 2003, compared
with 2,288 filed in the same period in 2002.
While the economy is partially to blame for the soaring
number of bankruptcies, other attorneys point lingers at
credit card companies. often notorious for awarding extensive lines of credit to people -college students especially
- who have little to no income.
"Yes. people who have credit cards can abuse them by
running the limit up and then not being able to repay," said
Michael Richardson, a Hopkinsville attorney who represents most bankruptcy clients from Christian County. "But
the credit card companies need to take some of the blame."
However, Stout said Congress is considering a bill that,
if adopted. would make it harder for people to find financial relief from a Chapter 7. Instead, proposed legislation
would encourage people to file for Chapter 13, Stout said.
When it was f~rst introduced. the bill !;Uccessfully passed
both the U.S. House and Senate during the Clinton administration in 2000; however, President Clinton vetoed it. In
the last session of Congress, the bill was introduced again,
but a joint conference committee never could reach an
agreement. The motion now has resurfaced in the 2003
session.
Stout noted it is difficult to anticipate whether the bill
now would gain acceptance, but, he added, "(President
George W.) Bush has indicated he would sign it.''
Richardson said the federal bill would only grant relief
to creditors, when it should be penalizing them for leading
people into money pits.
"These companies give credit cards to people without
doing background checks on them," he c;aid. ·•J just wish
Congress could see that."
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Taylor Bus sends buses worldwide
by Adam L Mathis

photo by Karri Wurth

Vacant buses belonging to Murray's Taylor Bus Sales, Inc. sit quietly in the company's
parking lot. Taylor Bus has been involved in international business since 1970, shipping buses overseas to countries such as Salvador.

Tourism big money-maker,
vital to Murray economy
by Andrea Scott
Throughout 2000, Calloway
County generated nearly $24
million in an industry that some
local residents may take for
granted : tourism.
Many may wonder how Murray made such a large sum of
money from an industry that
seems so smaU in the community.

Income from tourism comes
from concert ticket sales, hotel
room rentals, and dining at local
restaurants and includes even the
smallest businesses.
Murray offers attractions such
as the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum, events at the Regional
Special Events Center and Murray State Uni'versity, and proVIdel> lodging for tourists visiting surrounding areas. Tourism
also provides nearly 500 jobs for
the Murray market.
Murray's tourism industry has
been insulated from international
events.
Ryan Ray. executive director
of the Murray Tourism Commission. said the industry sector in
Murray remains constant.
"Murray provides a variety of
events year round," she said.

"Several sporting events are held
in the area, the RSEC brings in
concerts and MSU hosts many
events. When people come to
this area, they stay in the hotels
and eat at the restaurants, which
adds to Murray's tourism industry."
Tourism also affects busine~>S
es indirectly in the area. Many
businesses, such as restaurants,
hotels, laundry services, and gas
stations, are overlooked as part
of the tourist industry.
Tourism, the third largest

industry. is the fastest and
largest growing business in Kentucky, according to information
from the Murray Tourism Commission.
In the past year, Kentucky
brought in $8.8 billion from
tourism. One of every 13 people
is employed in tourism. making
the industry the second largest
private sector employer in the
state. Payroll income alone has
increased by 24.7 percent in the
last decade. generating over $2
billion.

lt is not what mo~t people expect
out of a small town like Murray, but
local area businesses are hopping
the economic globe.
Companies such as Taylor Bus
SaJes, Inc., hove shipped products
world wide, to countries such as
Panama, Nicaragua and even the
Middle Ea~t.
Taylor Bus became involved in
the international bus business during the 1970s when there was a surplus of used buses, creating less
domestic demand, said David Taylor. general manager of Taylor Bus
Sales, Inc.
"We went to Salvador," Taylor
said, "and they were leav ing the
country at the time, and we felt kind
of funny there. with soldiers marching around with their guns; it was a
time of war for them," Taylor said.
"We went in and met a few people
and tried to make a few connections
to try to sell these used buses.
"The best advertising there is
word-of-mouth. They share information with each other, and more
and more of them started coming."
Taylor Bus officials did experience some difficulties with international customers. Taylor said that
when he was selling buses to a
Muslim buyer who was shipping to
Mecca. the buyer generally insisted
on the buses shipped over Thanksgiving, which was difficult since

they did not want to have driver~
miss the holiday.
"It seemed like they wanted to
know how far (we) would go to get
their money," Taylor said.
While the company's foreign
business once comprised 50 percent
of its sales, it is now approximately
5 percent, Taylor said. South American countries have begun trying to
produce their own buses, limiting
bus 1mports Many of Taylor's
buses are now shipped within the
United States.
"It really has been better for us to
get away from it (foreign expons),"
Taylor said.
Marl.. Mannmg. executive dtrector of Murray-Callaway Econom1c
Development Corp.. said he
believes the number of goods produced in Murray and subsequently
shipped out or the county is well
above 95 percent.
While he did not have definitive
information, Manning said approximately 25 percent of Murray 's
product~ is sent to international
markets.
"Clearly if you have a product
that is in demand overseas, then it
probably tells you that that product
is in greater demand," Manning
said. "But quite frankly you also
have to remember that if you have a
product that is being bought overseas, then someone else might be
grabbing that same market, and you
might lose it."
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The Murray State Racer Band participates in the 2002
Homecoming Parade. MSU's annual Homecoming festivities bave had a significant impact on community business.
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Back to school
Displaced worker sees Mattei's departure as fresh start
by Severo Avila
Many former employees viewed Mattei's departure from
Murray as disastrous. For Roger Cooper, it was a whole new
beginning, however.
Cooper began working for Mattei in 1991 as an operator
then moved on to materials handling. He spent II years with
the company and said he enjoyed working there. He left
Mattei on Dec. 9, 2001.
Cooper, along with Mattei's other Murray employees,
heard the announcement in April 2001 that the plant would
be closing. He saw friends and co-workers devastated by the
news but said he viewed it not as an end but as a door being
opened.
''There were some that their entire life had been FisherPrice Mattei,'' he said. "How do I meet payments? How do I
put food on the table? I looked at it as an opportunity to do
something different."
Cooper, a 54-year-old Vietnam veteran, could afford to
think optimistically. Having earned bachelor's and master's
degrees in agriculture,
'"I was not devastated us well as a teaching
certificate in that area,
at all. Roger always Cooper said he was .
fortunate than
has a plan. He took it more
many others. He earned
well and that made it his bachelor's in 1973,
teaching certificate in
a lot easier on me.'' 1974 and his master's a
year later - all from
Murray State Universi-Mary Janice Cooper
ty. Now he's back, 30
Photo by Karn Wurth
years after coming to
Roger Cooper studies in a classroom beside fellow students. Cooper, who is working toward a teacher's
MSU for the first time- this time to get his teaching certificertificate
in agriculture, said Mattei's departure from Murray opened new doors for he and his family.
cate in business and marketing.
Born and raised in Calloway County, Cooper, a husband, wedding anniversary on May 27. She said she was surprised ing organize his plans for school.
father and grandfather, is now attending Murray State full- when Cooper told her of Mattei's closing but was not too
The center was started to help the workers displaced by
time. And while he encountered friends on campus 30 years worried.
Mattei's closing. Parks said it was set up essentially to serago. he finds closer relations attending classes today. His
"I was not devastated at all. Roger always has a plan," she vice about 1,000 workers displaced over a period of about
daughter, Natalie, is a sophomore at
said. "He took it well and that made it one year. The CDC currently services 344 customers with
Murray State, majoring in journala lot easier on me."
224 of those in some sort of training service. CDC has been
ism. She and ber father do not have
As far as having a daughter and able to place customers in training programs at various instiany classes together, but she is
husband in college, M.J. said she is tutions.
aware of his presence on campus.
used to it but did say Roger's plans to
"We had a process to get them their unemployment and
"I see his truck a lot. That's how
become a teacher surprised her.
for them to learn about NAFTA," she said. "They had two
I know he's there," she said.
"I can't seem to get over the fact options - either go
"I was driving on campus one
that be wants to become a teacher," back to school or enter
day, and these two guys were walk"He's very
she said. "I recently retired from that Jobsearch."
ing on the street in my lane. I didn't
profession, and he wants to jump
N AFT A and the
ambitious. He's hit
slow down and almost hit them,''
right in. He seems to have his heart Workforce Investment
Natalie Cooper said. "When I
set on it though, so I support him."
Act are responsible for
this head on."
looked back, I realized it was my
The Cooper fami ly is blessed. helping the displaced
dad. I almost ran over my dad. I
They do not have some of the finan- workers get a variety of
guess that'll teach him to be more
- Sandra Parks
cial worries many fami lies do. The benefits, including
careful."
North American Free Trade Agree- tuition for two years of
Natalie Cooper said her father's
ment, NAFTA, covers Roger's college. unemployment
going to school takes commitment.
tuition. He also collects unemploy- benefits. a stipend and payments for travel to and from
When asked about her dad's deciment and receives a stipend. M.J., a school. Parks said Cooper's situation was an unusual cao;e
sion to return to school, she said she
retired teacher, is now a senior execu- because he already had a degree.
was indecisive.
"Roger has a degree, but it's a bit outdated so he wanted to
tive manager for Tuppetware.
"I admire bim for going back to
"Financially, we're doing great," come back to refresh that," she said. "He's very ambitious.
school," she said. "I know he wants
M.J. said. "Working with Tupper- He's hit this head-on."
to teach, but then sometimes I don't
ware has been very good to us. It's
"Roger is unusual because a lot of our people have had to
even know if he ever wants to get
made life a lot easier."
start from scratch," she said.
another job. I guess whatever floats
Another organization that has
While Roger Cooper is probably as old as most of his
his boat floats mine. It's a weird sithelped make life a bit easier for the classmates' dads, he is happy to be attending college.
photo by Karri Wurth Cooper fam ily is Murray State's
uation."
"I look at it as a door opening," he said. "If going to school
Mary Janice Cooper, M.J. as she Already t he bolder of two degrees Career Discovery Center. Cooper said and then teaching was what I was meant to do, then that's
prefers to be called, is Cooper's from Murray State, Cooper beads ofl director Dr. Sandra Parks and the cen- exactly what I'm going to do. If it isn't, then I'll just move
wife. They wiU celebrate their 31st to yet another class on campus.
ter's staff were instrumental in help- on to something else."
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Jobless rate to improve with Pella
by Melony Leazer
The closing last
year of the MattelMurray toy manufacturing plant helped to
raise Calloway County's unemployment
rates to near--double
digits, according to
state data.
However, John
Williams, president of
John
the Murray-Callaway
County Chamber of
Williams
Commerce, said a
turnaround in employment opportunities
will improve the jobless climate.
"We've built up our retail, we have a
good industrial base, and I think we've
got a real good mix overall,'' he said.
Until Mattei closed, Calloway County
posted relatively low jobless rates, ranging from 5.7 percent in 1990 to 3.2 in
2000, according to data from the Kentucky Department for Employment Services.
But when Mattei closed, unemployment in Calloway jumped to 9.4 percent
in July 2002, tying Adair and McCreary

counties to round out the top I0 coun- the past four weeks.
Despite the improvements to the local
ties having the highest jobless rates.
The final days of Mattei did not signi- economy, the question of how long it
That figure tapered off slightly last fy the end of economic development for will take Calloway County's unemployAugust to 8 percent, but Calloway Calloway County, however. Just as ment rates to decrease remains unanCounty still was among the highest with Mattei was leaving, Pella, Corp. was swered.
unemployment rates in the state.
looking to renovate the Mattei facility
"There is a lot of uncertainty right
According to 2001 data from the Ken- and operate a plant specifically for its now, a lot of big barometers to deal
tucky Cabinet for Econom1c Develop- Impervia windows. Pella officials have w1th. We have no clue," Williams said.
ment. more than 34,000 Calloway said they expect to hire about 500
County residents were working. The workers in the next couple of years.
current high unemployment rates repreIn addition, retail development has
sent a significant portion of those able been enhanced in Murray,
and the restaurant business
to work.
Unemployment statistics are based on has boomed--all creating
estimates and are compiled to measure employment possibilitrends rather than actually count people ties, Williams said.
working.
Civilian labor force statistics
from the state include non-mili'I!J8 ( " 18th H/phtl$i (A.bow flllionll
tary workers and out-of-work
1Wif4(}8.
Kentuckians who are actively
1999
4.5"
18th
H/ght/$1
(A/Jovt11111ion11
Mrlf/6)
seeking work.
The numbers
2tKXJ 1.1" lfJth Hltlh8sl (AixNe l16fionl/~)
do not include
out-of - work
ltKJf 5.4" 19th H/g/M$1 (AbovtJ 111tb1111WllfiiPIJ)
people who
have
not
sought
5.11' 23tr1 Hig/ltlsl
employ-
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Residents unaware of several city services
by Severo Avila
Murray State University students Shamira and Dario
Gongora had their trash can
broken recently, only to have
the city of Murray replace the
trash can the following clay.
Many Murray residents may
not be aware that this is just
one service the city of Murray
offers.
In larger cities, residents are
sometimes required to hire
their own waste disposal services. Some residents view this
as inconvenient and costly.
The city provides a once-aweek pickup for solid waste at
a cost of $12 for residential
customers, Mayor Tom Rushing said. Commercial customers are provided more frequent service, and the fees are
determined by the size of the
garbage container the city provides for the business.
Since the city of Murray
handles all waste disposal for
residents, the city Sanitation
Department is responsible for
collecting solid waste from
homes and businesses and

delivering it to a transfer station, Rushing added. From
there, the city has contracted
with C.W.I. from Union City,
Tenn., to take the solid waste
to a certified landfi ll.
Unlike in many other ci tjes,
Murray resi dents' tax dollars
are not used to fund sanitation,
Rushing said.
''The city can afford this service because fees are assessed
each customer," he said.
"Property tax revenues are not
used to support the Sanitation
Department."
Rushing also noted that
whi le Murray residents are
aware of the city's many
infrastructure services, they
may not be aware of the manpower required to maintain the
services.
"We have a lot of hardworking people on services like
brush pickups in the spring and
leaf pickup in the fall," he
said, "but we provide many
other services to the general
public."
So while the city of Murray
provides these services to residents, some. like the Gongoras,
were not aware of the extent of

services offered.
"We were rea lly surprised
when our trash ca n was
replaced the very next day,"

Shamira Gongora said. " I
thought we were going to have
to buy another one or at least
replace it ourselves.

"I guess it just goes to show
that the city administrators and
officials are looking out for the
people who live here."

photo

by Karri Wurth

Shamira Gongora takes the trash the curb where it wiU be collected for disposal. Gongora,
like many Murray residents, was not aware of all the services the city offers. One of those
services is replacing damaged gar bage cans.
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Housing sector brightens economy
by jessica Wade
The Murray Calloway County housing sector has several characteristics
which can be advantageous to potential
homeowners.
''The friendliness of the area, low
crime rate and diversity of the people
are only a few of the reasons people
choose to live in this area," said April
Roberts, president of the Murray/Callaway County Board of Realtors.
"Murray i'i a good melting pot with its
d1verse culture."
Consequently. after an extensive
search process. the Educational Development Company of America will builtl
a new apartment complex aimed at providing housing for Murray State University students.
The apartments. which will be located on approximately 20 acres of land
west of Stadium View Drive and south
of Diuguid Drive. will feature nine
buildings, consisting of 288 bedrooms
said Mark Salin, city planner.
Bob We1ss, executive vice president
of the Home Builders Association of

Photo by Karri Wurth

A tractor sits idle at the construction site of the new Cambridge IJ subdivision. The construction of 100 new houses in Calloway County each year contributes to employment and other revenue-building services locally.
Kentucky, said the housing industry
had its best year ever in 2002.
"The housing industry, over the past
year, has been the bright spot in an oth-

erwise lackluster economy," Weiss
said.
In 1989, Murray was named the
retirement capital of the United States

by Rand McNally based on food, health
care costs, housing, property tax rates,
climate and personal safety. Today, it is
ranked third.
"The housing industry is always
interest-sensitive, and when interest
rates are at record lows, people will be
interested in purchasing homes," Weiss
said. "Currently interest rates are as
low a~ they have been since the 1960s."
Roberts said there have been 44
houses sold, so far, this year-which
was the expected number of sales.
In Murray and Calloway County, an
average of 100 new homes are built
each year.
"The impact on the economy with
I 00 new homes creates and preserves
250 jobs," Weiss '>aid. "This includes
the construction of the home and all the
am:illary industries such as those that
produce, sell carpet. appliances, concrete, etc."
"Murray has the best of both worlds,"
Roberts said. "There is a college aspect
without losing the small town atmosphere."

Lack of farming options leads alternative job search
by Lauren
Friskel
Even though John
Robison , senior at
Murray State, is from
a farming family in
Poplar Bluff, Mo., he
does not aspire to
return to the farm.
Robison hopes to
have a career in
sports turf upon gradjohn
uation, rather than
Robison
returning to his family's farm.
Many students are finding other agricultural options besides farming.
"My background is rice and soybeans,"
Robison said. "In one of my agriculture
business courses, I did a project where I
compared 40 acres of rice to 40 acres of
sod. After all of the details, I discovered I
could make 18 times as much money on
sod. This spurred my interest in sod.''
With a career m the business aspect of
agriculture, such as sports turf. Robison
said he would have more freedom to
move about the country.
" l really enjoy agnculture. and r enjoy
the farm , but if I do that I am tied to the
c;ame small town. and the same ~mall
piece of land ror the rest of my life,"
Robison said. "It would be an absolute
dream to ta"-e care of a major league
baseball fie ld one day."
Robison believes there are several factors relating to the decline of fanners.
"The industry as a whole has slow ly
been changing over the past couple of

decades," Robison said. "A long time
ago, it 'has more typical of the American
family to farm. This began to change
when more families left the rural areas
for bigger towns and cities."
The opportunities were in town, so
people moved to the cities, Robison said.
Robison also believes more and more
farms are turning into large corporate
operations, rather than smaller family
farms.
April Roberts, president of MurrayCallaway County Board of Realtors, said
that farmland is being used to develop
residential subdivisions, instead of businesses.
"There has not been as much of an
increase in people selling farmland and
developing it into business as much as
they have been subdividing it," she
said. "I see more and more residential
areas turning into subdivisions."
Roberts said there are more county
subdivisions than there were five years
ago.
Robison noted that !he opportunity for
many people to farm is not there upon
graduation.
"You cannot just decide to be a farmer
one day," Robison said. "You have to be
born into it or married into it."
Robison said that, if he wanted to go
into farming, the opponunity \\ould be
there for hilll. but not for C\cryonc.
"You have to already have you foot in
the door:· Robison ~aid. "If your do not
have a family already in fanning, there is
not the opportunity."
Murray State Professor Bill Payne
agrees. Payne teaches agribusineo;~ economics.

"In fact, it is virtually impossible for a
young person to successfully enter production agriculture unless he/she has
access to family land or resources,"
Payne said.
Payne said many jobs exist in those
professions serving production for agriculture.
"Most students in agriculture are taking
positions in firms that provide services to
farmers and ranchers," Payne said. "That
is because of the limited opportunities
available to those who might want to
enter production agriculture. Farm numbers continue to decline and capital
requirements continue to escalate so it
becomes more difficult every year to
enter the production sector of agriculture.''
Payne also said that larger farms are
dependent on many services that agriculture majors can provide upon graduation.
"Large farms rely to an increasing
extent upon services such as credit, crop
and livestock consulting, and marketing
and record keeping." Pa)ne said. "In
addition, many jobs exist in the areas of
grain and livestock purchasing and processing, as well as in the areas of agricultural communications, pub! ic relations
and education.''
Payne also said that recently more agriculture students are not from farming
families.
"An tncreasing proportion of agriculture students do not come from farms,''
Payne said. ''Yet they share an interest in
agriculture and rural development and
want to prepare for careers which will
allow them to work in various parts of lhe
agribusiness industry."

Kentucky Facts
1. Kentucky has more miles of
running water than any other
state except Alaska.
2. Kentucky is the nation's third
largest coal producer.
3. Bluegrass is not really blueit's green- but in the spring,
bluegrass produces bluishpurple buds that, when seen
in large fields, give a rich,
blue cast.

4. Mammoth Cave is the largest
cave system in the world at
336 miles.
5. Cumberland Falls, Kentucky
is the only place where you
can see a "moonbow" - a
kind of rainbow visible only
at night.
source: www.kytourism.com
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Small businesses thrive despite competition
by Chrisjung and jessica Wade
Murray ' s rich tradition. hospitality anu
reputation alt a top retirement spot have put it
on the map over the past several years.
Despite being a town tagged as a "college
city" and being dominated by nearly 10,000
young adul~. Murray and its roots are definitely established, and that extends into the
locally-owned small businesses that provide
the city its character and easy-going atmosphere.
However, over the past several years, ploL<;
of land once occupied by leafy trees and !.pacJous fields have been replaced with chain
restaurants, department stores and strip
malls.
And after a bill was passed just two years
ago that alloweu restaurants in Murray to sell
alcohol, the face and attitude of the town
changed. Now, instead of choosing only
from locally owned resturants, such as
Martha's Restaurant, Rudy's or Fifteenth &
Olive, residents have many new choices for
dining out.
National chain restaurants, such as Applebee's, Ryan's Steakhouse and Cracker Barrel, have recently come to Murray, offering
more variety, creating anticipation for which
major chain may next come to town. This
raises the question Can the local operations
stay afloat and survive?
Joining the local restaurants in their fight
to stay ali ve are grocery stores, such as
Owen's Food Market, Food Giant and
Kroger. The stores face stiff competition
from each other and from stores, such as
Wal-Mart, that sell groceries and general
merchandise.
Murray's Wai-Mart has become a powerful force in the local economy, providing
customers with one-stop shopping, competitive prices and convenient placement of
products. Wai-Mart has also expanded into
automotive service and gasoline sales.
Can small businesses keep a consistentenough customer base to continue operation
in Murray? Whot are these same businesses
doing to attempt to compete with larger
chains? And how will the bigger companies
continue lheir cons1stent revenue base?
Managers at some of the smaller restaurants said they believe there is no competition with franchise restaurants because of a

photo by Karri Wurth

Owen's Food Market manager Maggie Cole restocks produce at the locally
owned and operated grocery store, which offers personal customer service.
difference in clientele.
Jeff Yates, co-owner of Fifteenth and
Olive, said he does not think his restaurant
has fewer customers than some of Murray's
chain restaurants.
"Our clientele consists of older college
students, professors and well-traveled individuals," Yates said. "We try and cater
toward more of an adult market; whereas,
restaurants such as Applebee's have more of
a family atmosphere."
Yates said franchise restaurants can capitalize on advantages most local business do
not have.
"Some franchise restaurants can buy their
supplies in bulk quantities while we purchase
products individually," Yates said "Ultimately, this mean~> they get their products
much cheaper. We always manage to keep
our percentage of the market share, even in
the summertime when a lag ts expected."
Owen's Food Market manager Maggie
Cole -;aid her store's energy does not go
toward competing with the Wai-Marts of the

world, but serving its loyal customer base
that has been built over the years.
"We really have a mix of customers, primarily dealing with senior citizens," Cole
said.
"The reason that the older customers continue to come back is because we help them
shop and carry out their groceries for them,"
Cole said. "We offer a delivery service for
only two dollars, and tf there's anything we
don't have, we try to get it. We take pride in
providing personal customer service. It's that
extra personal service that keeps our customers coming back."
On the other side of the situation are the
already-established restaurants and stores
such as Wai-Mart and Applebee's. A recent
survey conducted within one of Murray State
University's residential colleges polled 75
students on their preference for eating out
and shopping. Of the 75 questioned, 68
chose Wai-Mart as thetr first choice for
shopping. and 40 picked Applebee's over
Ryan's, Fifteenth & Olive and Tom's Grille

as their top choice for dining out.
With students usually choo!>ing 1hese twu
for their -.hopping anu dining neeus. both
cl,um they try to extenu beyond the college
scene. Charle~ Holmes, co-manager of Murray 's Wal-Mart, saiu his company's goJI is
to g1ve customers exactly what they want.
"We have the product~ people need at a
great price," Holmes .;aid. "We also try to do
everything possible for the community."
Not only is Wui-Mart one of the nation's
lurge~t companie~;, it also participates in
many community, environmental and educational events as well. A lew of the programs
incluuc the communit)' matching grants, instore recycling programs, the Children' s
Miracle Network and community scholarships.
"Last year our Wai-Mart alone donated
over $75,000 to the community,'' Holmes
said. "We also help non-profit organit.ations
in our community
matching grant ''(Owen's) takes
program."
Holmes said pride in providWai-Mart is happy
ing personal
knowing the university trusts Waicustomer serMart for its genervice. It's that
al shopping needs.
"lt feels good to
extra personal
know that we have
the support of the
service that
university,"
keeps our cusHolmes said. "We
try to do what we
tomers coming
can for them."
Andrea Woods,
back.''
Applebee's associate director of
field marketing for
-Maggie Cole,
the
southeast
Manager
region said her
restaurants set
themselves apart
not ju~t from the local competition but al!>o
from chain competition.
"Applebee's really tries to provide .,omething for everybody," she said. "During a
perioll dealing with a 'lOft economy, we pride
ourselves in providing great food anu a good
atmosphere for a cheap price. A family of
four could come in and enjoy a good meal
for under $30_"

Local charities cashing in on residents' generosity
by Andrea Scott
The economy may be shifting in Murray, but local charities are still receiving
an abundance of volunteers, donations
and help_
"Murray is excellent with volunteers,''
said Peggy Billington, director of the
Murray-Calloway County United Way.
"Every event that is put on by the United
Way is a success because of the volunteen; who put in their time and effort."
Despite the hard work of the volunteers
in the community, Billington has seen the
effects of the closing of Mattei.
"Many people have had to ask for help
since they lost their job with Mattei, and
it is hard for a majority of them ," she

said. "A lot of these people were contributors to several of the organiLations
in the community.''
She said she has noticed people in the
community have are more opttmistic now
that jobs will soon be available thanks to
the opening of the Pella plant.
Since more people have needed services provided by the agencies funded by
the United Way, Billington, agency
employers and volunteers have had to be
more creative and work harder to maintain funding. Special projects have been
implemented to gain financial help from
the community.
Last year, the Murray-Callaway County United Way exceeded its goal and
raised more than $305,000.

The non-profit organization was able
to raise more tha n $2.000 last year
through a special project called "Salad
Day." Volunteers in the community
mode salads, which they sold throughout
Murray. The event was held on two separate occasions. Ninety-nine cents of
every dollar made by the United Way
stays in the local area. Less than one
percent goes for membership dues in the
national United Way organization.
Another charity that is popular in Murray is Relay for Life, an event held each
spring to raise money for cancer
research . Rosanne Radke, sponsorship
chairman for the Murray Relay for Life,
has served as co-chairman of the event
with her husband, Paul Radke, for four

years.
She said the chlsing of Mattei did
affect Relay for Life.
"In 200 I, Mattei hall 15 teams at our
Relay, and they raised almost $50,000,"
She said. "That year we raised over
$300,000."
That same year Murray was ranked No.
I in the nation for raising money in its
SIZe class.
"Last year, in 2002, Mauel had a couple of teams." Radke said, "and they
actually raised more money per person
than they did the year before with so
many more team<;." However, the total
money raised by Relay was not as much
as the year before. In 2002, the Murray
Relay for Life was second in the nation.
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University impacts Church giving not
hit by lean times
local economy
by Lauren Friske!

of Murray State. There was a total of 1.061
by Stephanie Sharp
people empluyed full-ume at the university,
and 4,915 people were employed bccaul>e of
Since Murray State Univer~>l!y opened its
university-related expenditures.
door~ in 1923, the institution has had a sigTaxes paid by the administrators. faculty,
nificant econornrc impact on Murray and
staff und .,tudcnts totaled $2,094,845, and the
Calloway County.
Through student and visit<H sp~:nd1ng. unrver~ity al.,o paid $80.597 to the city and
county g1lvernment
employee purchases, university expendtturt!l>
MathiS noted in his study that students and
and taxes. university-related funds provide
faculty
are the t""o groups that have the
large amounts of revenue for I he community.
biggest impact on the Murray-Callov.ay
The multiplier effec1 can have a grea1
Count) community.
impact on lhe local economy, said Mary
"Fifty percent of our business come), from
Tripp Reed, a lecturer in economics at Murfaculty and ~tudents, mostly because of the
ray Slate Universlly. The multiplier effect is
proximity to campus,'' said Andy Barry,
used by economists 10 access the total effect
manager of Fifteenth and Olive. ''We usually
or dollar~ as they <Jre circulaled within the
have a pretty big ~:rowd on the weekend."
area economy. Each initwl university-related
Murruy State !>tudents also ha\e an effect
dollar spent generates an additional 90 cent"
on Blockbustcr V tdeo' s busines<, during the
for the local economy. she sa1d.
Reed said people come to spend money a1 'emester.
"Many campus organitations rent movies
restaurants and hotel' v.hen events occur in
or buy them to sell for prizes or raffle," More
the community.
manager Thomas Savage liaid. "Sometimes
ln a 1985 'itudy conducted by Gilbert
the football team wi II take them on road
'v1.tthis. a professor of ecorllllllJCs at MSU,
trips. Dunng the winter and summer breaks,
1he direct expenditures for the 19H5-86 fiscal
year were $66,302,378. Every university- we have two-thirds less revenue than we t.lo
related dollar spent during that time generat- during the 11emester."
Other area businesse!> like Cunningham
ed an additional 90 cents for the local econoAuto
Repair "get the majority of their bu~i
Hl)
The universit) · s total 1m pact on west
ness from the cititens of Calloway County,"
Kentucky's economy was 1il25.974,518.
Murray State purchao;ed a total of Manager Larry Cunningham said.
One issue being addressed by the Murray$9.1'160,383 in gooth and services in the
Calloway County Chamber of Commerce h.
we'>tem Kentucky region. the study showed.
the number of students commuting to their
Fa~:ulty and staff member~ '>pent an average
hometOwns to go to work. This causes the
of $16.563, and each student '>pent an averlocal community to lose prospective employage of $4,853 each year in Calloway County.
ees and revenue. According to the study, llO
Prospective students visiting the campus and
percent of Murray State students reported
people who auended university functions
working in their hometowns in 1985.
spent Jn average of $1,934,607 eac h year
Mathis IS conducting a follow-up study on
during 1986.
the regional impact of Murray Stme UniverThe study aJso concluded that an estimated
sity.
6,000 jobs were created in the region because

While people may
be cutting financial
comers on some areas
of their lives, religion
does not appear to be
one of those impacted
by han.bhips.
The Rev. David
Montgomery, pac;tor of
First Presbyterian
Church, said his
church has thrived in
the past year
"Yes, the economy
111c Rev. David is :.hrinking, but our
Momgomcry
church hus financial
support like never
before," Montgomery said.
Momgomery said donations to the church
have not lapsed, and people are honoring
their pledges
"Donations are up," Montgomery said.
"We use a pledge campaign, and our
pledges were higher this year then ever
before in our church."
'There is a struggle and we have a lot of
people on fixed incomes. but the commitment to the church is still there," Montgomery !>aid.
One example of that commitment is a
taco lunch the church's youth hosted to
raise funds for a youth conference in North
Carolina and a mission trip to Mexico.
"Financial suppon is at an all-time high."
Montgomery said. "We normally take in
$200 at the taco lunch, and this year we
raised $500."
Montgomery attributes this to the church
being a place where people can nod
strength and hope.

"Jeremiah 31 talks about how there \\iII
be a day when we will all knov. war,"
Montgomery said. "He wrote during a time
of terrible war and politics, and an economic bust."
Montgomery said his church is blessed to
have the support it does.
"Our church continues to have the commitment to outreach," Montgomery said.
First Presbyterian Church sends a ponion
of its donations to organizations within the
community.
"Fifteen percent of our donations go out
into the community to places such as Needline or Project Graduation," Montgomery
said.
In light of the events occurring in the
economy, Montgomery said people are still
keeping church as a priority in their personal financial budgets.
"That io; where people are making choices
to v. here their money is going," Mont·
gomery .said. 'They have to make tough
decisions, and they are choosing benevolent
giving."
Danielle Schv.ettmun, youth and activities director at First United Methodist
Church, said they are fortunate to huve
financial supp011.
"We have been very blessed that we are
financially secure," Schwettman Sllld.
··our finant·es have been very !>Ound."
While some churches have seen numbers
of attendance and donations increase, Charlie Bazzell, minister at University Church of
Christ, said the country's economic hardship has not affected his church enher way.
"l haven't seen any significant increase in
donations or attendance that I wou ld
attribute sole ly to the curren t events,"
Bazzell said. "Financially, our budget has
increased, but that is because we asked for
it to."

'Outdated' census figures illustrate slight gfowth
by Melony Leazer
More than 3,000 people came to Caltowny County to work 1n the 1990s.
slightly more than those leaving the county for Jobs eh.e\\ here. accordang to
recently compiled data from the U.S.
Census :woo.
Thut might sound like good news. but
lu.:al offic1als said the rc-.ults nO\\ are
"outdated" with last summer's ~:losing of
the Mattei-Murray manufacturing. plant.
ln the la~t week of Murch 2000, u totaJ
of 3.212 people who ltved outside Calloway County commuted to the county to
work at least mo-;t ol the work week,
acwrding to the data Marshall County is
the largest Kentucky contrrbutor to the
lo~:a l work force. sendmg 1,026 fi\!Uple to
Callowa) County job~ . Gr.1vcs County is
second, v.ith 81 H rc:-.idents tra"eling to
Calloway for work.

The largest Tennessee supp l ier of
workers is Henry County, which sent 543
resiLients to Calloway County to work at
the time the census was taken.
"I alv.;ays look at car tags whenever I'm
out," said Mark Manning, executive
direc10r of the Murray-Calloway County
Economic Development Corp. "It's not
just students . It's like we're a city of
30.000 pcoplt:."
However, v.;hat the data do not show is
how many of those workers traveled to
Calloway County to work at Mattei. The
pbnt closed in early summer of 2002 to
move productiOn to Mexrco, causing job
losses for nearly 1.000 people. That figure alone !.kcws the data to a certain
extent.
"We ' re already outdated "ith this,"
said John William-... pre:-.ident of the Murray-Callowuy County Chamber of Com merce. "Thh. (census count) v.as when

Mattei was still here."
As soon as Mattei ceased operations,
though. Pella Corp., an lowa-bJsed window and door manufacturer, took over the
733,000 square-foot former Mattei building and renovated it for operations. As
many as 500 employees will work at
Pella by the end of 2004.
"This shows that \\e are creating jobs
for a local community," Manning said
"The challenge is man<~ging that growth."
Plus, accordrng to Williams, there are
other local businesses that play a role in
Calloway's workforce.
"MSU (Murray State University) is our
top employer. The hospital is our l>econd
lnrgest," he said.
Census 2000 also sho\\ ed as many as
2. 716 Callov.ny countians '' nrking. outside the county. The majority of those.
571 people, commuted to Graves County
for employment .

That figure is anticipated to rise over
the next few years, as a regional industria l park is being planned for northern
Graves County. The Kentucky General
Assembly appropriated $5 mrllion in state
funds to the Purchase Area Industrial
Authority to buy and begin developing
land for the proposed 2.500-acre park.
A development group interested in
building the complex was awarded a $1
million grant by the Delta Regional
Authority earlier this year. Last fall, the
U.S. Department of Energy guaranteed
the development group $1.2 million.
Calloway Coumy's total workforce
grew from 11.631 in 1990 to 16,028 10
2000, according to the census. The relatively new figures come from census
long-form que-.tionnaLres. Because it is
sun ey data rather than an actual count. it
is subject t{l sampling error, usually about
plus or minus 3 percent.

